Natural Insulation

This roof cross section illustrates the excellent thermal properties of Doxplank. An 8" Doxplank roof slab requires only 1/2" of insulation to reach a U-value of .193. The same relative efficiency may be attained with 4", 6" and 10" Doxplank.

Excellent thermal properties of new Finished-Ceiling Doxplank make this an important consideration for roof construction in any climatic zone. With its low coefficient of heat transmission, Doxplank can help reduce the load on cooling systems in warm climates as well as improve heating efficiency in colder zones.

New Finished-Ceiling Doxplank also provides balanced sound control, natural finished-ceiling beauty, maximum fire resistance and a strong, lightweight concrete deck that can be installed in any season.

For full information of Doxplank, call or write your local manufacturer listed below.

Finished-Ceiling DoxPlank

Manufactured By

WM. MOORS
CONCRETE PRODUCTS, INC.
Established 1923
31475 UTICA ROAD, FRASER, MICHIGAN, PRescott 5-7000

WESTERN
CONCRETE PRODUCTS COMPANY
510 5TH STREET, CADILLAC, MICHIGAN PRespect 5-3466
The best ideas are more exciting in concrete

Soaring shell roof that lets the daylight through


They cast it in a single day for the new Mount Clemens Federal Savings and Loan Building. 52 truckloads of ready-mixed concrete placed in one continuous operation form the 96-foot-square roof of this spectacular new building. Four corner columns, flaring out to match the curve of the roof, provide its only support. The building rests on a raised platform faced with attractive precast panels made with white cement and exposed quartz aggregate. The spacious interior is enclosed by walls of aluminum and glass. Circular skylights molded right into the concrete roof admit complete daylight over the entire business floor.

The complete freedom of form possible only with concrete inspires architects everywhere to seek imaginative new designs for buildings of all types and sizes.

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION
Stoddard Bldg., Lansing 23, Michigan
A national organization to improve and extend the uses of concrete
Letters

BULLETIN:
Mr. James N. Rosenberg's critique, addressed to Mr. Louis G. Redstone, prompts me to respond to the last paragraph, which asks — "Have you seen paintings on glass, illuminated from behind, shown at art exhibitions?"

Two years ago, the Bloomfield Art Association was first to have a showing of Svca Kline's fused glass. Her "paintings" in glass, or as they are sometimes called — "gemmaux" — were hung in frames with electric lights behind, resulting in a delightful experience.

Even now, Svca and Stephan Davidek are engaged on a commission for a Flint client. Do hope the general public will have an opportunity to see it.

Beitty Conn has a new (glass) concept in the Bloomfield Art Association current "Masters and Apprentices" exhibition. You can see it until April 23 at 1516 S. Cranbrooke Road, our new headquarters. Do come.—BARBARA BROOCK, Bloomfield Art Association, Tel. 644-0866

BULLETIN:
I read the Bulletin this morning and was very pleased to find that in the list of judges in the Sheetmetal Draftsmen Contest that I had become a member of the A.I.A. Upon slight meditation, I wonder, if I could become a member of the A.I.A. by the stroke of the pen.

I once had the pleasure of meeting Maurice V. Rogers, F.A.I.A., A.I.D., B.S., M.S., and Ph.D. (Piled higher and Deeper). But sincerely Tal, after I get through paying the dues of The Builders and Traders Exchange, The Carpenter Contractors Association and The Associated General Contractors of America, I am already not eating very well—and to think of trying to include the dues of the A.I.A., I shudder for Momma and the kids.

Tell the membership I am overwhelmed at the volume of Architectural Commissions that have been pouring into our office since this announcement.

—MAURICE V. ROGERS, General Contractor (and Registered Architect)

BULLETIN:
On March 5, 1962 I signed an opinion to the effect that medical doctors or osteopathic practitioners and other professionals who are licensed under Michigan law may form partnership associations under the provisions of Michigan law as administered by the Michigan Corporation and Securities Commission.

I am aware that this opinion is of great interest to the professions for many reasons, among which are income tax purposes. Because of this interest I am sending you a copy of the opinion so that you will be in a position to make its contents known to the recipients of your publication.—FRANK J. KELLY, Attorney General, State of Michigan

BULLETIN:
Your March issue arrived with your delightful story and illustrations depicting the early history of the Virginia tidewater-country, and The Tides Inn at Irvington in particular.

You have the art of making history live and always with new emphasis on the unusual, so much that is new to me and most readers.

I once had the pleasure of meeting and entertaining the late Mrs. Woodrow Wilson at Mackinac. She was a guest on the great yacht of the late Fred Fisher of Detroit, with Mr. & Mrs. Jesse Jones. The yacht was anchored out in the Straits for several days.—W. STEWART WOODFILL, Chairman, Grand Hotel, Mackinac Island, Michigan. Winter Address: Scottsdale, Arizona.

BULLETIN:
Your article on The Tides Inn in the March AIA was most interesting. As usual you have beautifully illustrated the article and I am looking forward to the next issue.

Our family has stopped at The Tides Inn and, of course, we are familiar with that area.—(MRS. N. McG.) LOUISE EWELL, Charlottesville, Virginia.

BULLETIN:
You always do a great deal of historical research in connection with your visits to prominent resorts, and you always present these facts, as well as your own impressions, in a most interesting manner.

Tidewater Virginia has long been one of our favorite subjects. We are now looking forward to the May issue to find out more about The Tides Inn.—(MRS. & MRS. W. C. L.) LOUISE AND LESTER HODGSON, The Parkstone, Detroit.

BULLETIN:
The description and featuring of beautiful buildings interests me greatly. The one on The Tides Inn in your March issue especially claimed my attention.

In "Old Virginia Homes Along The James" by Emmie Ferguson Farrar you would derive pleasure from reading about Mt. Sterling near Providence Forge. This was the home of my early ancestor, Francis Jerdone, who also owned the now famous Farmington Country Club in Charlottesville, Virginia, which was designed by Thomas Jefferson.

"Potomac Landings" by Paul Wilstach and "Historic Houses of Early America" and "Early American Inns and Taverns" by Elise Lathrop are of great interest, too.

My niece, Mrs. Jefferson Davis, of Atlanta, was also interested in the March AIA.—(MRS.) MARIA JERDONE KIMBROUGH BACON, Memphis, Tennessee.

Letters
Another "first" from Bethlehem!

New Bethlehem Steels

...5 low-cost, high-strength steels for construction and general purposes!

• Immediately available in a wide range of structural shapes and plates.
• Yield points range from 45,000 psi to 65,000 psi minimum. That’s why we designate them as Bethlehem V45, V50, V55, V60, and V65. Tensile strengths from 65,000 psi to 80,000 psi minimum.
• New V Steels extend higher yield points to thicknesses as great as 1\frac{1}{2} inches for plates, and to the full range of structural shapes—at lower cost.
• Greatest cost savings are in thinner plates and lighter structural sections where the advantages of higher strengths are most applicable.
• New V Steels can replace more expensive hot-rolled, high-strength steels.
• New V Steels are based on Bethlehem’s manganese-vanadium steel, which has been used extensively for high-strength applications, particularly where welding was required.
• New V Steels resulted from Bethlehem research which proved that carefully controlled metallurgical combinations of minor additions of other elements in combination with vanadium made it possible to offer increased strengths at lower costs.

For more information, send for booklet. Or call the Bethlehem sales office nearest you.
Architecture To Remember
Early Americans, and other architectural oddities

From the book
Things That Go Bump in the Night
Haunted Trails and Ghostly Tales
By Louis C. Jones, published by Hill & Wang, New York

House at 66 Hancock East, in Detroit, has changed little since it was completed in 1891. Soon to come down to make room for Detroit's Medical Center.

Below: Noted artist, William A. Smith, of Bucks County, Pa., has caught the character of this old New Orleans home. It has been widely exhibited and admired. Title is "Annunciation Street."
I. The American Institute of Architects has voted its first Architectural Firm Award to Skidmore, Owings & Merrill of New York, Chicago, San Francisco, and Portland, Oregon. The award will be presented at the annual AIA Convention May 7-11 in Dallas. Skidmore, Owings & Merrill was selected by AIA’s Board of Directors for maintaining a high standard of excellence that has distinguished its architecture over a wide geographical area and in many building types.


Principals of the firm are Louis Skidmore, FAIA, Nathaniel A. Owings, FAIA, and Edward A. Merrill. There are also 17 active partners in its four offices.

The Architectural Firm Award was authorized by AIA in 1957, but until this year no recipient had been named.

II. REMEMBERING THE LATE HUGH FERRISS, FAIA, New York Chapter, AIA and The Architectural League of New York jointly sponsored a meeting recalling events during the life of Mr. Hugh Ferriss, FAIA, architect, artist, poet, author and friend.

L to R in photograph—Mr. Frederick J. Woodbridge, FAIA, President of the New York Chapter, AIA; Mrs. John Foster Leich, daughter of Mr. Ferriss; Mrs. Hugh Ferriss, and Mr. Robert W. Cutler, FAIA, League President.

III. AIA DOCUMENT OF THE MONTH FOR FEBRUARY, 1962—When the State of North Carolina put on a high-powered Trade Fair touting local products and the advantages of locating industry within its borders, the North Carolina Chapter, AIA was quick to seize the opportunity for attention of potential clients. An exhibit of local architects’ work was produced, augmented by the pamphlet selected this month and by volunteer chapter members who attended the booth in order to answer questions.—CHARLES B. MARR, FAIA, Chairman, AIA Chapter Affairs Committee

A team of French architects has been selected to receive the 1962 R. S. Reynolds Memorial Award for design of the Museum Cultural Center in Le Havre, France (above).

Named to receive the $25,000 honorarium and an original aluminum sculpture symbolizing the sixth annual Award—largest in architecture—were Guy Lagneau, Michel Weill and Jean Dimitrijevic, principals in a Paris architectural firm bearing their names, and collaborating architect Raymond Audigier, of Le Havre.

Model of 38-story CBS skyscraper, designed by Eero Saarinen before his sudden death September 1, 1961. This CBS headquarters building, scheduled for completion in 1964, will be erected on east side of the Avenue of the Americas between 52nd and 53rd Streets. The building will be a rectangular, free-standing, granite-clad, shear tower rising 491 feet.

When Mr. Saarinen commenced work on the CBS skyscraper project he commented, “I am excited. The challenge here is a form that expresses the creative, dynamic spirit of electronic communications. The subject is not tame.” William S. Paley, Chairman and Frank Stanton, President of Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc., in a joint announcement said, “To be able to give substance to Eero Saarinen’s imaginative and dramatic plans is a great source of pride to us. In our view this design gives expression to the worlds of communications and the arts of which CBS is so vitally a part. Aesthetically this building is most exciting.”

IV. PROF. L. ROBERT BLAKESLEE, AIA, of the University of Detroit, has been elected a Fellow the International Institute of Arts and Letters, of Geneva and Zurich—a very high honor indeed.

The late Eero Saarinen, FAIA, was also a Fellow of the organization.

Prof. Blakeslee was recently U. of D. representative at a seminar on Fallout Shelters held at the University of Michigan, in Ann Arbor.

THE LATE EERO SAARINEN, FAIA has been awarded the 1962 Medal of Honor of the New York Chapter of The American Institute of Architects: “Native of Finland, beloved citizen of the United States and of the world, noted son of noted father, and designer extraordinary of buildings in many lands...”

The Chapter also successfully supported recommendations to award The Institute’s 1962 Gold Medal to the late Mr. Saarinen at the AIA Convention in Dallas in May.
Tebco is the medium for masterpieces

Complete freedom of creative expression — exterior and interior — is possible with Tebco Face Brick. You can choose from 37 colors, four textures, four sizes — a total of 592 possible combinations. Whichever you select, you never have to worry about tones or textures, because Tebco’s million-brick-a-week production insures absolute uniformity as well as dependable supply. Write today for full color Tebco Catalog.

Residence Hall for Women, Flora Stone Mather College of Western Reserve University. A college home for 440 women students. Four residential units and dining hall are linked by open garden courts and glass-enclosed galleries.

Face Brick—Tebco 51 Wire Cut Velour, Standard, Imperial Gray
Architects—Outcalt, Guenther, Rode, Toguchi, and Bonebrake, Cleveland, Ohio
General Contractor—Roediger Construction Inc., Cleveland, Ohio
Supplier—Ideal Builders Supply & Fuel Co., Cleveland, Ohio

THE EVANS BRICK COMPANY

General Offices: Uhrichsville, Ohio • Telephone: WAlnut 2-4210
Sales Representatives: Cleveland, Ohio • Detroit, Mich. • Philadelphia, Pa.
Pittsburgh, Pa. • Columbus, Ohio • Toledo, Ohio • Bay City, Mich. • Fairmont, West Va.

Evans is one of the nation’s largest producers of Clay Pipe, Clay Flue Lining, Wall Coping, Plastic Pipe, and related construction materials, with over 50 years of faster, friendlier service.
ONE, AND ONLY ONE, FUEL RUNS THIS SHOPPING CENTER:

There's power-making history going on at the new Park Plaza Shopping Center in Little Rock, Arkansas. This ultra-modern, 24-acre development has its own power plant run entirely by natural Gas. A one-of-its-kind jet turbine generator, similar to turbo-prop aircraft engines, converts Gas directly into electricity. And a valuable by-product results. As the whirling turbines generate electricity, tremendous quantities of heat are unleashed which, in turn, power the Center's water heating, space heating and air conditioning—and at no cost to the Center! Because of the turbine generator's operating efficiency and economy, it is estimated the unit's cost will be amortized within 4½ years or less, with a consequent lowering of tenants' utility rates as a bonus. Most certainly, the Gas turbine generator presents intriguing possibilities to industry in general . . . perhaps to your business in particular. Learn more about its application by contacting the Michigan Consolidated Gas Company.

Be modern...for less...with Gas

MICHIGAN CONSOLIDATED
GAS COMPANY
MSA Forty-Eighth Convention

Total registration at the Michigan Society of Architects Forty-Eighth Annual Convention, at Detroit's Sheraton-Cadillac Hotel, March 28, 29 and 30, 1962, reached 1045. This was by far the largest in the Society's history.

At practically every session meeting rooms were filled to overflowing.

Society President, Charles H. MacMahon, Jr., presided at the Board Meeting, at the business session, and presented the awards.

Adrian N. Langius, FAIA, of Lansing, was nominated for AIA Director for the Michigan Region. Elected members of the Michigan Region Judiciary Committee were Clair W. Ditchy, FAIA (3 years), Peter Vander Laan (2 years), Clark R. Harris (1 year), and Auldin H. Nelson (alternate).

Lee Franklin Weinstock, a lady member of the press, of Detroit, won the trip to Bermuda for two, for her attendance at the products exhibits. Stanley Fleischaker, AIA, won a marble-top table, donated by the Wheeling Tile Company.

Winners in the draftsmen's competition, sponsored by Detroit Sheet Metal Contractors Association Industry Fund were announced in our March issue.

KENNETH C. BLACK, FAIA, of Lansing, received the 1962 GOLD MEDAL of the Society. In addition to the Medal, Mr. Black was awarded a citation which read:

"Kenneth C. Black — an eminently vital practitioner, imaginative Architect and Civic leader, has distinguished himself in the fields of Design, Service to the Institute and Public Service. His devotion to our profession, over more than 25 years, as President of the Michigan Society of Architects in 1938-1940, as Director of the Detroit Chapter, AIA, 1940-1943 and as Director of the Great Lakes Region of the Institute in 1947-1950 were rewarded by his election to Fellowship in the Institute in 1952.

"He has in abundance the all-too-rare qualities of courage and leadership, and to him goes our gratitude for his valuable contribution, evidenced by herewith awarding the Society's 1962 Gold Medal."

A graduate of the University of Michigan, he was registered as an Architect, in the State of Michigan in 1932. He practiced with his father as Lee Black and Kenneth C. Black, Architects until 1958, at which time his present firm, Kenneth C. Black Associates, Inc. was organized. Since 1952, both firms have

ADRIAN N. LANGUIS, FAIA
Nominated Regional Director
maintained branch offices in Detroit as well as their Lansing offices.

The Black organizations have been the Architects for many distinguished buildings in Ann Arbor, Detroit, Flint, Grand Rapids, Kalamazoo, Lansing and other Michigan localities.

JOHN A. WOERPEL, Real Estate Editor of The Detroit Free Press, and Marvin J. Brokaw, of The F. W. Dodge Corporation, were awarded the Society's Honorary Memberships.

Mr. Woerpel's citation read:

"He has been a gifted, accurate, intelligent reporter, capable of handling any assignment that came his way. "Michigan Society of Architects recognizes a man of unusual and varied gifts in the field of Journalism, twice winner in The National AIA Journalism, competition and a winner in competition for the Best Real Estate Section in America, conducted by The National Association of Real Estate Editors."

"A public-spirited citizen, whose contributions have gone far beyond the call of duty in the interest of better Architecture, John A. Woerpel is hereby awarded The Michigan Society of Architects' 1962 Honorary Membership."

Mr. Brokaw's citation read:

"To Marvin J. Brokaw, loyal member of the workers who have promoted the interests of the Architectural profession in Michigan, thereby furthering the aims and purposes of the Michigan Society of Architects, we now pay honor."

"He has worked diligently as Executive Director of the Biddie House Restoration Committee, and as custodian of its funds has performed an outstanding service bringing this project to a successful conclusion."

"His other contributions include service to the Architects through his position as Michigan District manager of the F. W. Dodge Corp, in which he has been most faithful and valuable."

"For these and other fine qualities, the Michigan Society of Architects is proud to award its Honorary Membership."

Ladies' activities were well taken care of by the Women's Architectural League of Detroit. A delightful feature was a reception at the home of Mrs. George Y. Masson in Windsor, Ont. George is a member of Detroit Chapter, AIA and his wife, Alice is a member of WALD. The party was sponsored by the Ontario Association of Architects—a very nice gesture indeed, and we should invite them over here some time.

All of the distinguished speakers scheduled in our March issue delivered as expected, and we shall be publishing their manuscripts in future issues of the Bulletin. We regret that we have no pictures of John W. Hyde, Prof. of Planning, U. of M., and Carl Koch, AIA, of Cambridge, Mass.

A PUBLIC RELATIONS WORKSHOP for the Michigan Region will be held in Lansing, Mich. June 5, it is announced by Elmer J. Manson, AIA, Chairman of the AIA Public Relations Committee of the Region. The location of the meeting will be given in a direct-mail communication from Mr. Manson at an early date.

A feature of the Workshop will be a film presentation by Mr. Robert Denny of Henry J. Kaufman Co., Public Relations firm for the AIA, a story of PR activities of the Institute.

Philip J. Meathie, AIA, of Detroit is Chairman of the MSA PR program.

Invited to attend the Workshop will be the PR Chairman and two other representatives of each of the five Michigan Chapters.

DESIGNERS

Vaino M. Wiitala partakes of refreshments at Producers' Council reception. Wiitala is an associate member of Detroit Chapter, AIA, in charge of the Detroit branch office of Kenneth C. Black & Associates, Inc. He expects to take the next State Board Exam, for registration as an architect.
Shawnee High School, an unusual building in many ways, is perhaps most remarkable in the low cost of the completely fireproof structure... $822,939 for 850 pupils. One reason given by the contractor for the low cost was the fact that all structural concrete floors and roofs were bid and erected by one contractor. Price Brothers’ precast concrete columns, grade beams, floor beams and Flexicore floors not only eliminated the unknowns usually encountered in a poured job, but also speeded erection and assured factory uniformity of product. The building earns the lowest fire insurance rates possible for a school in this location.

---

**PRICE BROTHERS CO.**

12651 Newburg Road, Livonia, Michigan
CHARLES H. MacMAHON, JR., President of the Michigan Society of Architects, presiding at the Society's Awards Dinner March 29, 1962.

"On my right" (L to R)—Bruce H. Smith, Society Secretary; Douglas Hazell, FAIA, Editor of Architectural Forum; George W. Sprau, AIA, Society Treasurer; Phil Nicholas, AIA, Vice Chairman, 48th Convention Committee; Judge Bernard Tomson; Henry L. Wright, FAIA, First Vice President, AIA; Kenneth L. Kimmel, President, Sheet Metal Contractors Association of Detroit Industry Fund; Kenneth C. Black, FAIA, recipient of the Society's 1962 Gold Medal; (President MacMahon).

"On my left" (L to R)—Sydney J. Harris, columnist, principal speaker; John A. Woerpel, Real Estate Editor, The Detroit Free Press, recipient of Honorary Membership; Robert W. Yokom, AIA, Chairman 48th Convention; James M. Hunter, FAIA, Raymond S. Kostendieck, FAIA, Treasurer, AIA (back of Hunter); William H. Schleck, Executive Director, AIA, Washington, D. C; Linn Smith, FAIA, Michigan Regional Director, AIA.

KENNETH C. BLACK, FAIA receiving Gold Medal and certificate from President MacMahon.

John A. Woerpel, Real Estate Editor, The Detroit Free Press, receiving Honorary Membership.

Bob Yokom, receiving the Award as "Fellow of the Unsung Hero" from President MacMahon.

Sam Burtman, Century Brick Co.; Marvin J. Brokaw, and C. G. Bennett, F. W. Dodge Corporation. Mr. Brokaw received an Honorary Membership.

President Valentine of Valentine Stone & Marble Co., of Grand Rapids, receiving Second Honor Award for his Company's exhibit.

MSA AIA
48th Annual Convention

Photographs by Lens-Art, Official Photographers for Monthly Bulletin

William M. Tallafaro, District Manager, Building Products Division, Armstrong Cork Co., receiving First Honor Award for Armstrong's best exhibit at the Convention.

Frank I. Martillo, of Charles N. Agree — D. J. Zabner offices, receiving Second Prize, Electrical in the Draftsmen's Competition.
For any size opening, Mahon can install an easy-operating, rolling closure to suit your requirements. Available in galvanized or stainless steel, aluminum or bronze, they offer long-life and minimum maintenance and require no usable floor space to install. Operation can be manual (handle, chain or crank) or powered and most can be equipped with automatic closing devices in case of fire.

Mahon's Rolling Door Division has almost 40 years experience in designing, fabricating, erecting and servicing rolling doors for industry, institutions and commercial buildings. Whether your need is for new construction, remodeling or replacement... "make it Mahon". Write for catalog G-62 or see Sweet's Files.

**FLAT ALUMINUM SLAT FOR ROLLING SHUTTERS OR CURTAINS**
- 72. 30 OR 14 GAGE METAL—FOR AVERAGE SIZE ROLLING DOORS
- 20. 18 OR 14 GAGE METAL—FOR MEDIUM TO LARGE OPENINGS
- 16 OR 14 GAGE METAL—FOR EXTREMELY HEAVY DUTY SERVICE

**THE R. C. MAHON COMPANY** DETROIT 34, MICHIGAN
MANUFACTURING PLANTS—Detroit, Michigan and Torrance, California
SALES ENGINEERING OFFICES—Detroit, New York, E. Orange, N. J., Cleveland Hts., Chicago, Torrance, San Francisco, Seattle

**MAHON**

**DULITE**

**lightweight ROOF SLABS**

**By** DUWE

**STRENGTH and PERMANENCE— with immediate and continuing SAVINGS!**

SAVE ON CONSTRUCTION—Fast erection of pre-cured Dulite slabs of a special DuCrete aggregate quickly forms dry working area for other trades... cuts time, building costs.

SAVE THEREAFTER— Dulite acoustical value increases efficiency; insulation value saves heating costs; fireproof to lower insurance costs; resistance to fumes, moisture, deterioration means longer life, lower maintenance cost.

Throughout the country, architects, engineers, contractors are recognizing the many advantages of Dulite in roof deck design and construction... are utilizing it in major structures. Very likely there's a Dulite installation near you—write or phone for the location.

**SPECIFY DULITE BY DUWE**

Refer to Sweet's Catalog or write for complete information

**DUWE PRECAST CONCRETE PRODUCTS, INC.**
OSHKOSH, WISCONSIN
First Row (L to R)—Architectural Exhibit, Draftsmen's Exhibit
Second Row (L to R)—James M. Hunter, FAIA, Second Vice President, AIA; William L. Schieck, Executive Director, AIA; Hunter, Douglas Haskell, FAIA, Editor, Architectural Forum; Nathaniel Martin, IBM Corp.; Judge Bernard Tomson
Third Row (L to R)—Haskell, The Misses Producers' Council, Janice Clift and Verna Lane; Martin
ARCHITECTS
CONTRACTORS

Stevens provides quick delivery at reasonable prices on these top quality building materials

BRICK
Michigan's widest selection of brick. Large local stock.

SOLAR SCREENS
Glazed, Unglazed and Terra Cotta.

MASONRY SAW BLADES
A blade for every purpose. Saws for rental or sale.

ANTI-HYDRO
Waterproofing, floor hardening, dustproofing, silicone surfacing and concrete accelerating.

SURE KLEAN
For all types of masonry and stain removing.

SALT GLAZE
Brick size, tile size and partition.

CERAMIC STRUCTURAL GLAZED TILE
From leading manufacturers in all sizes and colors.

ACOUSTICAL TILE
Structural glazed in 5 x 12 and 8 x 16 units.

TERRA COTTA
In both Ceramic Veneer and Architectural. Robco Vitri Neer.

QUARRY TILE
Wide variety of sizes and shapes. Also with abrasive surface, waxed and safety treads.

HOLLOW METAL DOORS, FRAMES AND HARDWARE
A hollow metal door for every purpose. New Stev-a-Dor package door unit including door, frame and hardware is immediately available from stock in a wide range of standard sizes.

SEWAGE UNDERDRAIN FILTER BOTTOM BLOCK
Glazed vitrified.

FLOOR BRICK
A full line—smooth, abrasive, acidproof, non-skid and other types.

CONCRETE ACCESSORIES
Full line includes wall ties, mesh reinforcement and other items.

CONCRETE COLUMN MOLDS
Round steel or fibre column molds, fibre shaft forms, drop heads, steel clamps.

METAL PARTITIONS
A complete line of metal toilet partitions in a variety of sizes and styles.

CALL, WRITE OR VISIT TODAY. BUILDING MATERIALS DEPARTMENT

frederic b. STEVENS, inc.
TAshmoo 5-0725 1800 18th STREET AT VERNOR HIGHWAY
HEC & S
Reorganized

Harley, Ellington, Cowin and Stirton, Inc., Detroit architectural and engineer­ing firm, announces the election of Julian R. Cowin AIA, as president. Fred M. Har­ley AIA, as vice president and treasurer and Malcolm R. Stirton AIA, as vice president and secretary.

Alvin E. Harley FAIA, and Harold S. Ellington PE, founders of the firm which was organized in 1933, became Senior Consultants.

Elected to the Board of the firm were Paul B. Brown AIA, vice president, and Frederick J. Hildebrandt PE, vice president.

The firm is well known nationally and internationally for its work in various categories of architectural and engineering projects. The operations of the company have extended from coast to coast in the United States and include also projects in Canada, Mexico, several South American countries and Italy. The new office building for the Department of State, Washington, D. C., is one of the latest buildings designed by the firm for our government.

Cowin, a 1924 graduate of the University of Michigan, became Chief Draftsman of Harley and Ellington in 1938, was elected a partner of the firm in 1943, became secretary in 1946, and served as executive vice president prior to his election as president.

Ellington, a former president of the Engineering Society of Detroit, a Life Trustee of the Rackham Engineering Foundation, chairman of the Grosse Pointe Park Planning Commission, and an honorary member of the Detroit Chapter, AIA, is widely recognized as an authority in the engineering and planning of beverage and processing plants both here and abroad.

Alvin E. Harley, also one of the founders of the firm, a past president of the Detroit Chapter, AIA, and a Fellow of the Institute, has completed over 50 years in the active practice of Architecture. He was awarded the Gold Medal of Detroit Chapter, AIA in 1958.

Fred M. Harley, a 1924 graduate in architecture of the University of Michigan, and a member of the Engineering Society of Detroit, has represented the firm in the servicing of widely diversified industrial projects.

Stirton studied both here (University of Michigan, B.S., Architecture, 1932) and in Europe (winner of the Booth Traveling Scholarship) prior to his affiliation with the firm. He became chief designer in 1934, then director of architectural design, and, in 1943, a partner.

Brown, current president of the Detroit Chapter, AIA, took his B.A. degree at Oberlin in 1933 and B.S. in Architecture at the University of Michigan in 1936. He joined the firm in 1939 as an architectural designer. He was promoted to project administrator and made a vice president and associate of the firm prior to being elected to the Board. He heads the firm’s Educational Division.

Hildebrandt received his B.S in Civil Engineering at the University of Michigan in 1924. After twenty years experience in responsible positions in a wide variety of engineering projects, he joined the firm in 1944 as manager of construction of projects in the field. He became a vice president and associate of the firm in 1955 and is presently in charge of production control in addition to his duties as chief of the department of field supervision and estimating.
Rubber or Vinyl
Seals and Gaskets
for Precast Concrete Panels

Williams Panel Seals (Pat. Pend.) were developed especially for use in vertical and horizontal joints of precast concrete wall panels. They are extrusions of expanded, closed-cell Neoprene Rubber. This closed-cell material, and the hollow-core design, provide the properties which assure a positive pressure-contact seal in panel joints under all conditions—each type of seal readily compensates for variations in joint width, irregular joint surfaces and erection adjustments.

Perfect-Seal for Control Joints

Everlastic Masonry Gaskets are a readily compressible, nonabsorbent elastomer which is impervious to water and inert to heat, cold and acids. In masonry joints, they permit linear expansion, and seal the joints against moisture penetration which causes frost damage. Everlastic Gaskets should be used between sill and coping stones, stone or prefab metal wall panels, and to isolate and cushion all steel or concrete columns to permit normal movement without damage to masonry walls.

Rubber or Vinyl Waterstops

Williams Waterstops are made from Natural Rubber Stock and designed for maximum effectiveness in any type of cast-in-place construction joint. They will bend around corners, and will not crack or tear from shear action. Tensile Test: 3990 lbs., Elongation Test: 650%. Available in rolls up to 80 feet in length. Molded union and junction fittings available. Williams Waterstops can be furnished in Vinyl or Neoprene for industrial uses where resistance to oil or other injurious wastes is desirable.

See Sweet's Files, or Write for Information.

Williams Seals and Gaskets Division
Williams Equipment and Supply Co., Inc.
486 W. Eight Mile Rd., Hazel Park, Michigan

Giffels & Rossetti, Inc. — Architects & Engineers

"Adolph Kiefer" Swimming Pool Equipment
For Louis J. Seitz Junior High School
Riverview, Michigan
Supplied By

A. B. Cothran Co., Inc.
1627 West Fort Street, Detroit 16, Michigan
Mich. Distributor: Adolph Kiefer • Refinite • Recreation
The following is another in a series of articles which Detroit Chapter's Allied Arts Committee is sponsoring in order to stimulate the use of Art in Architecture in all of its varied phases.

The author, Charles H. Sawyer is Director of the University Museum of Art, University of Michigan, and is the former Dean of the School of Architecture and Design, Yale University.

Prior to that Mr. Sawyer was Director of Worcester Museum of Art. His life long devotion and keen interest in the integration of Arts adds special significance to this article.

The Allied Arts Committee is anxious to receive comments from Architects and other interested readers. These will be published in the forthcoming issues of the Bulletin.—LOUIS G. REDSTONE, A.I.A., Chairman

Architecture and The Visual Arts
By Charles H. Sawyer

The objectives set forth in the introduction to this series of articles seem to me to be amply justified. It is my fervent hope that we are, that we are concerned here with the use of painting, or sculpture, or decorative elements in any form, not as an appliqué or embellishment but as an integral part of the total design process. Then, let us proceed from that premise, and dream a bit as we proceed. In urban planning and design, in the projection of public buildings, schools, parks, shopping and research centers, hotels and motels, apartment and group housing projects, we assume the creative employment of a design team where architect-planner, landscape architect and engineer have as partners and collaborators from the conceptual stages to the finished product, painters, sculptors, and creative artist-designers who can contribute their specific qualities to the end result.

In the process of collaborative ferment towards a conclusion, the concept of employing a specific sculpture or wall decoration may give way to a broader image. With such a design team the rectangular and monotonous parking area in front of a shopping center or public building, may take on new form and life and meaning; color, texture and specific local centers designed to guide and attract the ambulatory patron towards his destination and to enhance his pleasure once he has parked his car and become a pedestrian. The school yard is given form and shape, and the space designed by the creative sculptor working in collaboration with his professional colleagues, becomes a source of delight for its occupants as well as a play area. We are thinking in these terms, not of a series of isolated or mutually exclusive or antagonistic crafts, but of a total conception to which each of the professional parties contribute their own specific talents, each having a responsibility to a larger whole. Such an approach, with the imagination of the architect, provides the client with a unique and appropriate expression of what is necessary to resolve a problem of monumental scale or to work and think beyond the specific limitations of their own particular discipline. The ability to resolve this responsibility for the client rests on our school of art and design which have maintained an insularity between the different crafts and have failed either through the example of their faculty or the curriculum prescribed for their students to provide a climate where collaboration between the arts is given more than lip service. Again, there are good exceptions, and most encouraging of these is the apparent effort and the activity of a good number of young artists and architects to explore other media of art expression and to discover opportunities for working with others toward a larger objective. Today no architect is really wanting an assistant or more varied design team, or to enlist the collaboration of competent painters or sculptors in specific projects, will have to be concerned either about the supply, or the willingness, of such assistants. Conceding that in the initial stages, both some risk and a period of trial and error are involved for all these concerns is the only way that our goal of true collaboration can be achieved.

Is there, in contemporary architectural practice, the opportunity for the type of collaboration envisioned here? Certainly, in specific types of projects, such opportunities have existed for a long time; war memorials and other types of memorials are obvious and continuing examples where both the need and the opportunity for collaboration between architecture and art have traditionally arisen. Public building, expositions, parks, churches and other ecclesiastical projects, college campuses and cultural centers have frequently demonstrated the need for collaboration and the occasional achievement of a living significant architectural expression.

Today, and I suppose it is symbolic of our time, the potentialities seem far greater in those areas where budgets are looser and where imaginations are higher. If, in the exploration of our way to the moon, we must mortgage the economic future of mankind, wouldn't it be fitting to invest in this earth where we are to the cultural symbols of the potential achievement and the sacrifices involved? Cannot the research laboratory reflect in its exterior and spatial qualities the same sense of discovery and drama as the space of the Apollo which goes on within its walls? Possibly these are the potential monumental expressions of our age, the ones most needing vivid architectural conception, if we are to leave more than a faceless facade as an image of ourselves to our descendants. In terms of total or relative expenditure in the research and "hardware" budgets for these projects, this investment in an architecture of character would be minuscule. Could we discover the means of working together to achieve it?
As we go to press, we learn that the city of Saginaw, Michigan is to build a swimming pool and is considering an offer from a national package dealer specializing in this field. A Michigan architect is being sought to seal the plans.

Architects are reminded that sealing plans they did not prepare is a violation of the State Registration Act, and will be acted upon by the Board.

Michigan Week

MICHIGAN MARCHES FORWARD—AND LIKewise MICHIGAN WEEK... MAY 20-26, 1962. “Science and Technology” is the dominating theme, and architecture plays its part.

Michigan is an important center of architecture and the building industry. Having become the “Arsenal of Democracy” during two world wars, our architects have continued in much the same manner.

Architectural Forum annually publishes a list of the 100 largest architectural firms in the U. S. Among the 100 are six Michigan firms. They are, in the order of dollar-volume of construction put in place: Giffels & Rossetti; Albert Kahn Associated Architects & Engineers, Inc.; Smith, Hinchman & Grylls Associates, Inc; Harley, Ellington, Cowin & Stston, Inc.; Eberle M. Smith Associates, Inc., and Louis C. Kingscott & Associates.

Also included were Eero Saarinen & Associates, now moved to Hamden, Conn., and H. E. Beyrer & Associates, Inc., which firm was recently dissolved.

The largest in the U. S. is our own Giffels & Rossetti, with a volume of $250,000,000.

Michigan has become known for its pioneering in new methods of construction — since the late Albert Kahn introduced the wide use of reinforced concrete when it was doubtful of success. He made Michigan an industrial state and this led to adaptation to many other types of buildings.

Detroit has long been the world’s industrial capital. On a per capita basis, no other major city has so many factory workers or as large a volume of manufactured projects.

Midland, Michigan boasts more functional modern homes than any other U. S. City of its size. Home-lovers and architects come to Midland from far and wide to see this outstanding example of an architectural era, largely influenced by Alden B. Dow, FAIA. Dow Chemical Co. is one of the world’s largest.

The College of Architecture and Design at the University of Michigan ranks high among our nation’s architectural schools. Founded by Emil Lorch, FAIA, it is now headed by Dean Phillip N. Youitz, FAIA.

The Grand Hotel on Mackinac Island, pride of Michigan and our architects, is the world’s longest summer hotel and also claims the world’s largest front porch. Built in 1887, an important addition was by our late and beloved member, George D. Mason, FAIA.

The world’s largest single Portland Cement plant is operated by the Huron Portland Cement Co. in Alpena.

Michigan leads in the production of valuable hard maple and yellow birch lumber, and 95% of the world’s supply of bird’s-eye maple comes from the forests of the Upper Peninsula.

The world’s largest limestone quarry is located in Rogers City, Michigan.

Michigan marches on!

THE ANNUAL COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN OPEN HOUSE is a mutual effort on the part of both the student body and the faculty. Its approval can be seen by the large attendance of last year’s Open House, and by this Year’s strong student participation. The welcome mat for the Open House goes out to anyone with an affiliation with the arts or architecture.
whether or not it is a professional one.

This year's Open House events are being planned for the eleventh and twelfth of May. Included in these two days will be demonstrations of processes, such as pottery-making; lectures by eminent speakers on the problems of art and architecture in society; presentation of student works; and other events still to be planned.

Friday at 1:30 P.M. Dean Youtz will welcome the group in the College Auditorium, and David Lewis, English architect, will lecture on "New Housing."

At 7:30 P.M. Friday, Robert Frank, New York photographer and film-maker, will speak on "Pull my Daisy;" Red Grooms, sculptor, on "The Unwelcome Guest," and Robert Burkhardt on a subject to be announced.

Saturday morning there will be viewing of student exhibits and demonstrations.

Saturday at 1:30 P.M., Professor John Walley, of the University of Illinois, Chicago, will speak on "Visual Environment."

At 7:30 P.M. Saturday, George Manutelli will speak and experimental films will be shown by Messrs. Frank, Burkhardt and Grooms.

To finance the Open House, two art auctions will be held—one on May 2, and the other one during the open house itself. Quality works of both the students and the faculty will be sold by auction. These auctions have always been fun by just watching. — WILLIAM MUSCHENHEIM, AIA

THE FOURTH CHURCH DESIGN AND BUILDING CONFERENCE is again featuring a "Hall of Church Designs," scheduled for May 8, 9, 10, 1962 at the Morrison Hotel, Chicago.

An invitation is extended to all architects to supply design panels of church and related structures for exhibit in the "Hall of Church Designs" at the three day conference. Models also will be accepted.

About two thousand delegates, including church officials, building and finance committees and clergymen of all denominations, are expected to attend. All architects are urged to attend.

William M. Cooley, 532 Busse Highway, Park Ridge, Illinois can furnish further details, rules and instructions.

SMITH, HINCHMAN AND GRYLLS ASSOCIATES, INC., major Detroit architectural and engineering concern has been awarded third prize in a national competition for design of a Psychiatric Hospital for Federal prisoners.

The competition was directed by the Bureau of Prisons and General Services Administration of the United States government.

The prize-winning designs will be displayed in the AIA Galleries at the Octagon House in Washington for a two week period beginning Monday, April 9.

AARO J. ANNALA, Associate and Staff Architect with Albert Kahn Associates Architects and Engineers, Inc., has been notified by the Office of Civil Defense that he has successfully completed a Department of Defense course in "Fallout Shelter Analysis." Completion of this two week course, recently conducted by OCD at the University of Michigan, qualifies Mr. Annala to actively participate in the National Shelter Program.

Mr. Annala joined the Kahn Associates in 1953 and was made an associate in 1961. He is a member of the Detroit Chapter of the American Institute of Architects, the Michigan Society of Architects, the Michigan Association of the Professions, and the American Concrete Institute.

BURTON L. KAMPNER, AIA, of Stewart Kissinger & Associates, Architects, Dearborn, Michigan, has been awarded a $4,500 Fulbright Scholarship to study architecture in Finland at the Finnish Institute of Technology. His wife, Faye, and three-year-old daughter, Alissa, will accompany him to Finland.

COllEGE OF EDUCATION BUILDING WAYNE STATE UNIVERSITY MINORU YAMASAKI, AIA, ARCHITECT AMERICAN PRESTRESSED TEES USED FOR ROOF, FLOORS AND CEILINGS

PRESTRESSED CONCRETE offers better building values...

Architects, Engineers and Builders have found, to their lasting satisfaction, that prestressed concrete is a construction method offering incomparable advantages.

First it is economical. It also offers construction speed, column-free areas, fire proofness, insurance benefits, low (or no) maintenance cost and broad design adaptability.

These benefits are natural characteristics of prestressed concrete and apply to virtually every type of structure imaginable. Throughout the Midwest, American Prestressed Concrete is serving as a prime construction material in churches, schools, factories, bridges, motels, piers and commercial buildings—just to name a few applications.

It will pay you handsomely to investigate the advantages of prestressed concrete before making a decision. Our specialized knowledge and experience gained through years of manufacturing, engineering and research, are available to you as well as your Architect and Engineer.

SMITH, HINCHMAN AND GRYLLS ASSOCIATES, INC., major Detroit architectural and engineering concern has been awarded third prize in a national competition for design of a Psychiatric Hospital for Federal prisoners.
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B. F. FARNELL COMPANY

Furnished
HAMILTON LABORATORY FURNITURE
For
Louis J. Seitz Junior High School
Riverview, Michigan

435 W. SEVEN MILE RD., DETROIT 3, MICHIGAN • TO 8-7400

ARCHITECTS . . .

do you have
a doctor client who
plans to build
a clinic?

Our long term and construction financing
can help him.

Write or phone for complete information.
All loans are arranged in a prompt
and confidential manner

FORT WAYNE MORTGAGE CO.
2nd FLOOR FIRST NATIONAL BLDG.
WO 3-6175 • DETROIT, MICHIGAN • ESTABLISHED 1938

STANDISH ELECTRIC CO.

Electrical Contractors
For
Louis J. Seitz
Junior High School
Riverview, Michigan

INSTITUTIONAL & INDUSTRIAL
ELECTRICAL CONSTRUCTION

15125 WEST SEVEN MILE ROAD, DETROIT 35
VE. 8-8600

Asphalt Surfaced Driveways

ASPHALT PAVING is the modern type of pavement now used for parking areas, access roads and driveways. Its economy and durability make it the preferred type of paved surface. Architects and engineers now specify ASPHALT PAVING for modern paving needs.

For Quality Work Use Only the Contract Method
Through Experienced, Pre-Qualified Contractors

For Information and Specification Recommendations Write:

Michigan Asphalt Paving Association
Incorporated

708 PRUDDEN BLDG.
10460 W. 9 MILE RD.
Lansing 14, Mich. • OAK PARK, MICH. • IV, 2-0111
L. 8-433

May '62 Monthly Bulletin
THE SAGINAW VALLEY CHAPTER'S
March meeting was held at the Midland Country Club on the 19th. Chairmen were H. C. Allison and L. D. Tincknell. The Midland Country Club's justly famous cuisine again satisfied the physical needs.

The Chapter meeting recognized the election and assignment of William C. Stenglein. He was officially welcomed. Bill attended Saginaw Arthur Hill, Bay City Junior College, Michigan State and the University of Michigan. Bill began his informal education in the office of Frederick Wigen, and James Spence. He is currently employed by Prine-Toshach and Spears of Saginaw.

The application of James Swan for Associate Membership was also received and approved.

Special reports were tendered by Treasurer Robert Bell on the status of the Chapter Awards Program and by Dan Toshach on the meeting of the Saginaw Valley Plumbing and Heating Contractors on the subject of combined and separate contracts.

Guests were Robert Tower from Frederick Wigen's office.

H. C. Allison introduced Chapter Member Alden B. Dow, F. A. I. A. Mr. Dow, by means of commentary and film, presented a tour of European housing and planning. The tour, sponsored by House and Home Magazine, included some 140 prominent United States architects and their wives. The group visited housing in England, Denmark and France.

Mr. Dow reports much of the state-owned group housing was found to be over-planned and mechanical with a noticeable lack of individuality and a lack of play and automobile area. The underground electric and phone service provided in Europe, with the attendant absence of poles and wires, was a factor much on the plus side. The Danish housing proved to be the most pleasant to the viewer. However, it too has the fault which seemed to be common to all European housing—the feeling of being small and cramped particularly so in contrast to the living space that is accepted as the norm of the United States. France, as could be expected, was the least mechanical and tended more to the romantic. But here too, the construction showed the restriction of materials under which the European architects seem to be placed. Very little wood and lumber is in evidence.

The general conclusion that one can draw is that at least from the space standpoint, the United States approach is superior.

Our thanks to Mr. Dow for a most interesting report and for an excellent glimpse of European housing and planning through the lens of his wide angle camera and projector.

The next Saginaw Valley Chapter meeting was in Saginaw on April 16.

Detroit Chapter

EUGENT C. STARKE, AIA
Chapter Correspondent

Michigan Society of Architects
Giffels & Rossetti, Inc.—Architects & Engineers  Lens-Art Photo

J. B. TILE COMPANY
421 W. Lincoln, Madison Heights, Michigan
Ceramic, Quarry Tile & Marble Work For The
LOUIS J. SEITZ JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

"So That's How You Do It!"

In the past 36 years, how many times have you said this to a
HARTY representative when he told you the
HARTY way of doing it?

When you want to know the latest and best way of doing a door job, call TOWNSEND 8-6990, and we will get a man out to show you the HARTY way.

WHERE DEPENDABILITY IS PARAMOUNT, SPECIFY HARTY DOORS

R. V. HARTY COMPANY INCORPORATED
1433 Sloman Avenue, Detroit 11, Michigan
TOWNSEND 8-6990

SPECIAL FABRICATORS INC.
ARCHITECTURAL ALUMINUM CONTRACTORS FOR
LOUIS J. SEITZ
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
RIVERVIEW, MICHIGAN
WAYNE STATE UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION BUILDING
DETOIT, MICHIGAN
JORDAN 4-6624
MADISON HEIGHTS, MICH.

31649 STEPHENSON HWY.

LORNE PLUMBING & HEATING CO.
MECHANICAL CONTRACTOR

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION BUILDING, WAYNE STATE UNIVERSITY
PLUMBING • HEATING • AIR CONDITIONING • PROCESS PIPING
641 West Congress Street • Detroit 26, Michigan • WOODWARD 2-0112
OFFICES: Atlanta, Georgia ............................................ Flint, Michigan
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MID MICHIGAN CHAPTER AIA

By

J. WESLEY OLDS, AIA
Chapter Correspondent

CHAPTER BY-LAWS APPROVED

The Mid-Michigan Chapter is now the proud possessor of a very new streamlined set of By-Laws. When the Chapter was granted its charter at the beginning of 1961, a By-Laws Committee was immediately appointed. This committee was expected to make whatever minor revisions were necessary to adapt the Institute's Advisory Form to the particular needs of the Chapter.

The Committee instead assumed the task of creating an almost completely new set of By-Laws. It was felt that the Advisory Form was too long and contained too much unnecessary terminology. It had probably been written over a period of many years by a number of different people, so there was repetition and confusion.

For more than a year the Committee worked at the re-writing of the By-Laws and finally came up with proposals which were submitted to the Executive Committee, further revised, and then submitted to the Chapter for approval. Then after more polishing, they were sent to the Institute.

Word has recently been received that the Institute has approved the new By-Laws in full. The By-Laws Committee consisted of Howard DeWolf, Chairman; Mel Reiter and Charles Strieby. — CHARLES STRIEBY

LANSING URBAN DESIGN STUDY

Lansing, like many cities in our nation, is faced with serious problems in the downtown area that need immediate attention. The Lansing planning personnel presented the problems to the Mid-Michigan Chapter of the AIA at a joint meeting and suggested that the architects could perform a great service to their community if they applied their talents towards formulating a positive program for improvement of the downtown area.

A Committee was organized and research and planning teams were assigned specific tasks. A workshop was set up in the City Hall and regular work sessions with very good attendance became a regular routine of the Mid-Michigan Chapter members for several months.

Before long it became evident that there was a need for a comprehensive concept for total planning rather than piecemeal block-by-block study, and that work should be carried out under the direction of a project coordinator with the time and talents to carry out the project. Both problems were solved by tapping the resources of Michigan State University, Faculty members of the Department of Urban Planning and Landscape Architecture were invited to participate in the program. The enthusiastic cooperation of Professor Myles Boylan, Chairman of the Department, and Assistant Professor John B. Frazier and others did much to orient the project towards a total urban design concept. Another member of the same Department at Michigan State University and member of the Mid-Michigan Chapter, Assistant Professor Angelo P. Lucia, was appointed project coordinator under Elmer Manson and later Karl Krauss, Chairman of the Civic and Governmental Affairs Committee.

Dedicated members of the Chapter spent hundreds of hours to achieve the results shown to the Lansing City Council and City Planning Commission.

The objective of the Mid-Michigan Chapter has been to prepare an imaginative proposal to stimulate the interest and imagination of the citizens of Lansing who should expect and demand a high standard of planning and design in any effort towards revitalizing the downtown area.
Address of Mr.
Henry L. Wright, FAIA

First Vice President, American Institute of Architects, at 48th Annual Convention, Michigan Society of Architects, Detroit, Michigan, March 29, 1962.

This Convention of the Michigan Society of Architects has wisely selected three subjects that are of critical concern to our profession, as topics for review in Seminars that will be conducted here this afternoon and tomorrow.

Urban Design and the Role of the Architect is a subject that deals with the architect’s responsibility in shaping the physical environment of urban communities.

The Changing Practice of Architecture identifies the relationship of the architect to the socio-economic-political factors that influence a project development from site selection to active use of the finished structure.

The New Profession opens the doors to a topic that should give us a greater comprehension of the broadened horizon of the architect’s interest to an identification of the new tools he will use in his practice and to the means by which he can become proficient in their use.

I am sure we all agree that nothing stands still. The physician is still identified as a heater of the sick . . . but he does his work with instruments and medicines that are far removed from the tools of his practice used only two generations ago.

The introduction of X-Ray equipment introduced a specialist to the medical profession. The introduction of new and different kinds of anesthesia introduced the anesthesiologist . . . another medical man.

As new techniques developed in the fields of pathology, diagnosis and other special areas, these too, were added to the services of the medical profession.

The point I want to make in this:

The changing times . . . with the development of new ideas . . . new tools and new techniques . . . DID NOT CREATE A NEW PROFESSION . . . THEY ONLY ADDED NEW CONCEPTS TO THOSE THAT ALREADY EXISTED . . . NEW FUNCTIONS AND SERVICES TO THOSE THAT WERE BEING PERFORMED BY AN EXISTING PROFESSION.

This has all been to the public good.

No one disputes the fact that the doctor of medicine, with his basic concept of the healing processes, is best equipped to administer every instrument, device or method by which they might be accomplished. If it were otherwise, it is not unlikely that the public would be approached on a level that would serve first, the interest of the “method” and its applicator, rather than the interest of the objective . . . the accomplishment of “the thing that needed doing.”

Are we . . . as architects “different” in the sense that our interests and circumstances are not parallel to those I have outlined?

We concede that the doctor is responsible for the personal, physical man and the condition of his health.

We must face up to the fact, that we must also concede that the architect is responsible for this same man’s physical environment . . . the shape and effect of the physical world in which he lives . . . where he studies . . . where he works . . . where he plays and where he follows the dictates of his personal beliefs.

Our swelling population and . . . the corresponding increases in industrial, commercial, educational and various service facilities required to meet the public need . . . combine to place emphasis on urban design and development.

The architect’s “role” . . . or perhaps I should say “function,” since one word implies the “part” he will play . . . while the other is related to his appropriate business, duties and powers . . . the proper employment of his faculties . . . in this whole matter of urban design . . . urban development . . . or even urban renewal . . . his role or function can be summed up in one word . . . LEADERSHIP!

Today, this is the biggest and most important word in the architect’s job dictionary

He must be a “leader” in the same sense that a good General or Admiral is a leader.

He must be able to organize his work, delegate responsibility to those able to handle it and supervise the project from initiation to completion.

In the case of urban design, he must comprehend the interests and functions of an amazing complex of components . . . all of which go into the making of an active urban community.

Where does industry fit in the urban scheme? Where is the residential community? How does recreation . . . playgrounds, private and municipal golf courses, baseball fields . . . how does recreation fit? Where should it be? What about hospitals? Schools? What about the commercial district or districts? The architect must KNOW the answers. Urban design is a big subject.

The architect is not expected to be a teacher . . . or a hospital administrator . . . or an industrialist . . . or a baseball player.

But in the field of urban design, he must know about the needs and functions of these and many other groups . . . know HOW they fit into our physical society . . . and most important . . . know WHERE they fit!

The place of the architect in urban design is AT THE TOP! His job is to organize, direct and lead every segment of the community to its rightful place in the big picture.

Neither his college degree nor his membership in the American Institute of Architects will establish his RIGHT to leadership. This is a position that must be EARNED. He must win the respect of all of those with whom he works on the project. He must demonstrate his knowledge of his own field of architecture . . . and equally important, he must demonstrate his understanding of their fields of interest too.

The subject “Changing Practice of Architecture” it seems to me, will deal with an architect’s willingness to accept the reins of leadership.

Let us consider the “package dealer” as an example of an incident in our fast moving times.

A few years ago, the definition was confined to liquor dealers in state-controlled stores licensed to dispense package goods over the counter. They are still called that in Oregon, Washington, Tennessee and Texas.

The package dealer has come to mean something different to architects.

Some look upon the package dealer as some kind of super-builder. They endow him with the qualities of a financial genius who knows how to make the “big sale” . . . who knows how to wield the “big influence” and who can put his hand on ready, “big money”.

The truth of the matter, is that the package dealer is an alert, sharp and fast moving business man. He found his beginning in an area of service that the architect should have been . . . and was not . . . providing for his client.

To put it simply and bluntly . . . the package dealer is doing a job that WE should be doing . . . if for no other reason, than that the architect can do it better.

When we attempt to define the function of the package dealer, we begin by establishing his identity as a broker and an organizer . . . and in the final analysis, a vendor.

The core of his operation is a selling organization. His sales argument is pro-
jected on the premise that a “one stop service,” one package, saves the client time, money and bother.

He promises to find a site that will be suitable to the client’s needs. He promises to design and build a structure that will serve the client’s purposes. He promises that he will locate and arrange for the needed money to finance the project . . . all of these things for one price.

This is the package that the dealer sells.

He makes a profit on the land . . . that is over and above the profit the seller of the land makes.

He makes a profit on the plans . . . that is over and above that made by the architect or architectural staff he employs.

He makes a profit on top of the interest charged for the loans.

I am not making a point AGAINST a profit. The package dealer’s profits are legitimate and they are the only rewards that he receives for the services he sells.

The point that I am trying to make is that the package dealer way is not a “cheap” or “low-cost” or “inexpensive” way. The client pays for everything he gets . . . and pays well for it.

The package dealer is a “formula” builder. He finds a combination of systems for organizing the factors of land, building team and money and sells the package at a price.

Now contrast or compare the “formula operator” with the custom service of the architect.

An architect who is forced to argue the merits of his functions and services, as opposed to those provided by the package dealer, is on solid ground.

His argument begins with the primary relationship of architect to client.

The architect is the client’s PERSONAL representative. He doesn’t function FOR his client . . . he functions AS his client.

When he begins his work, he is uncommitted to the use of certain materials. He is free from obligations to any contractor and manufacturer of building products. He is not limited to the use of a design or a building technique. He is not influenced by the element of “profit”.

He has only ONE influence and that is his client’s need.

The package dealer tells his customer what he WILL get.

The architect tells his client what he CAN get.

On the one hand, the customer has bought a package.

On the other, the client is permitted an opportunity for choice.

Every architect has had the experience of explaining costs to a client.

He has always shown him alternatives . . . explained how and why one way of doing the job will cost more or less than another way of doing it. He gives the owner an opportunity to expand or reduce the features of the project according to his budget or his means.

The structure that is designed by the architect, for his client and without a middle-man package dealer, is a building that reflects the client’s interests and directly meets his needs.

Its components are invariably those that will do the specific job they are called upon to do . . . within the means of the client to pay for them.

Why, then, if the architect is better . . . and for the long run, less costly to the owner . . . is the package dealer operating as widely and as profitably as he does?

The answer is one we can find in careful self-appraisal.

We have given the package-dealer opportunity because we have defaulted our own.

We have given him identity because we have failed to accept the fact that another agency, or economic entity, can compete for the business of the architect.

Now we face up to the fact . . . squarely . . . that we have competition and that we have competitors.

What are we doing about it?

What the Institute is now planning on doing and what is being done here in Michigan at your seminars is a FIRST . . . and important step.

By attending these meetings we will learn that we must EXPAND our services to the kind of client for whom the package dealer has “sales appeal”.

We will learn that we must increase the scope of our understanding of ALL factors that are of concern to this client. We will also learn that we must become competent in the handling of the assembly of the entire building package . . . but in this we “assemble” . . . we “organize”, we coordinate . . . we do NOT “deal”.

In five words, “Package . . . yes . . . but no deal!”

The architect is an enlightened, well-educated and well-informed individual. All things being equal, he has better than average intelligence and is well qualified TO BE AS INFORMED AND AS CAPABLE IN THE HANDLING OF MATTERS ASSOCIATED WITH FINANCING AND REAL ESTATE AS ANY PACKAGE DEALER . . . AND PROBABLY EQUIPPED TO DO A BETTER JOB THAN MOST, IN THESE AREAS.

If he will organize his talents and capabilities . . . communicate them to his prospective clients in clear-cut, understandable language . . . and if he will expand his knowledge of financing, business administration and land acquisition . . . he will be a tough . . . VERY TOUGH . . . competitor for the “package dealer”.

I am not disregarding the fact that the architect must be ever mindful of his ethical standards. I am not overlooking the fact that he can develop a proper appreciation by the public for the value of his services . . . he CAN be a competitor and do these things, well within the limits of his obligations to his profession.

While we “old dogs” are hard at work learning “new tricks”, we cannot pass by the responsibility for preparing the next generation of architects for . . . what is described in one of your seminar programs . . . as the “New Profession”.

The students in architectural schools must be subjects for our immediate and careful study.

Curricula, for example, must now include business administration and all of its ramifications, if the budding architect is to be properly equipped to practice his profession.

A creative imagination, a knowledge of materials, the engineering disciplines and the use of the T-square and triangle are not enough equipment for the architect who will take over the responsibility for leading civilization into the twenty-first century, now less than forty years away.

Just before this century started, the aviator soared heavenward in a round, red balloon. As he cut away bags of sand, he soared higher and higher.

When he wanted to return to earth, he opened a valve, released the gas and slowly descended. He dropped the bags and opened the valve, and thus are the mechanics of aviation in the nineteenth century explained.

Contrast this with John Glenn who toured the skies a few weeks ago, completely astro-navigating the earth three times in five hours.

Glenn’s trip was geared to our changing times. His instrument panel was covered with devices intended to provide measurements for every conceivable contingency. What’s more, he knew HOW to use them.

So too, must our architects be geared to the pace of the next forty years. They must become aware of the relation-

(Concluded on Page 38)
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PLATE 14
RELIGIOUS BUILDINGS SHOWING ABSTRACTION IN SPATIAL ARRANGEMENTS, THE ART FORMS AND THE HANDLING OF LIGHT

AFTER THE COLLAPSE OF THE ROMAN EMPIRE, DURING THE BYZANTINE PERIOD WHEN CHRISTIANITY BECAME THE OUTSTANDING INFLUENCE IN THE WESTERN WORLD, THE ARCHITECTURE OF THE TIME WAS CHARACTERIZED BY AN EMPHASIS ON THE MYSTICAL COMBINED WITH AN INDIFFERENCE TO MATTERS OF THIS WORLD. THE AIM SEEMS TO HAVE BEEN TO CREATE A VISION OF THE SUPREMACY OF A HIGHER ORDER WHILE AT THE SAME TIME ACCEPTING EVERYTHING THAT IS, HOWEVER IMPERFECT, IN ITS ROLE AS A PART IN THE INFINITE GRADATION FROM THE LOWEST TO THE HIGHEST. A WIDE SCOPE IN ARTISTIC CREATIVITY WAS ENCOURAGED IN EVERY DETAIL QUITE EXEMPT FROM FORMAL RULES. THIS PERIOD IS DISTINGUISHED FROM CLASSICAL ANTIQUITY IN THAT THE CONCEPT OF A SPIRITUAL UNITY OF ALL MANKIND EVOLVED. THE GREEK CONCEPT OF A UNIFIED WHOLE SURROUNDED BY A VOID WAS REPLACED BY THE CONCEPT OF A MYSTERIOUS INNER UNITY — THE RESULT OF DIVINE EMANATIONS FROM ABOVE.

IN SOME OF THE ARCHITECTURE OF TODAY THERE EXISTS IMPORTANT WORK IN WHICH ABSTRACT RATHER THAN MATTER OF FACT OR FORMAL INTERIOR SPACES HAVE BEEN CONCEIVED, RECOGNIZING AN ATTITUDE WHICH PERHAPS FIRST TOOK FORM DURING THE EARLY CHRISTIAN AND BYZANTINE PERIODS.


Michigan Society of Architects
UNIVERSAL ARCHITECTURAL QUALITIES EXEMPLIFIED IN VARIOUS HISTORICAL PERIODS OF WESTERN CULTURE — EXPRESSING BUT ALSO TRANSCENDING USE, TIME, TECHNOLOGY, CLIMATE AND A DIVERSITY OF SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC FACTORS PERTAINING IN EACH PERIOD

PLATE 14

PURE CUBICAL FORM GEOMETRICALLY SUBDIVIDED WITH A DELIBERATE EMPHASIS ON PERFECTION OF PROPORTIONS AND DETAILS

IN THE GREECE OF CIRCA 400 B.C. PRINCIPLES OF MATHEMATICAL ORDER WERE UTILIZED TO FIND OR ESTABLISH RELATIONSHIPS INTENDED TO DEVELOP A UNITY OUT OF MANY INTERDEPENDENT PARTS — AN AIM AT AN IDEALIZATION OF THE NATURAL ORDER BY MEANS OF RATIONAL THINKING. IN SEARCHING FOR RULES FOR AN UNDERLYING HARMONY, THE IMPORTANCE OF THE DISCIPLINE OF "THE RIGHT THING AT THE RIGHT TIME" WAS STRESSED, RESULTING IN THE CONCEPT OF THE GOLDEN MEAN.

Plates 2 and 14 are two of a series of 80 plates prepared with the assistance of a grant from the Horace H. Rackham School of Graduate Studies, University of Michigan, by William Muschenheim, A.I.A., and assisted by Edward Hammarskjold, A.I.A., both members of the Committee on Education of the Detroit Chapter of the American Institute of Architects. The Committee aims to acquaint the public at large about the significance of the Art of Architecture as an important element and expression of our culture. The plates are designed to serve as exhibition material and to be projected directly or in the form of slides to students, laymen, and interested professionals.
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ships that exist between politics, money and business ... and how all of these things are tied together by common bonds of interest.

He must become aware of his own responsible function in the development of society's physical environment ... and he must become aware on the effect he must become responsible function in the development of society's physical environment. ... He must learn more of today's ... and tomorrow's ... client.

Our tax and economic structure has limited, if not ended, the days when individuals could acquire great personal wealth and administer it without accounting to others.

The client ... an individual with personal ideas and personal interests ... with great sums of money ... has been replaced by the client with an impersonal corporate image.

Today's BIG client is faceless. It is a name. Its money is the pooled and invested funds of stockholders. THIS is the client we must serve in the future and its impersonal character INCREASE the obligation of the architect rather than lessens it.

We architects ... as well as the young people who are studying in our architectural schools ... must become better acquainted with the image of the Corporate Entity. We must learn how to deal with the client who will become an owner of a building project that may never be seen or used by those who had the power of decision in approving the design.

The school of architecture must become a West Point or an Annapolis. We must develop MORE than individuals who are capable, well informed mechanics. We must develop LEADERSHIP ... train it so that it can assemble the components ... arrange for the land ... secure the financing.

No one will EVER be better equipped to translate the requirements of an owner into a finished building than an architect. He is trained for this job. He is equipped by nature with the creative drive needed to accomplish it.

No one will ever be better equipped to deal with man-made environmental forces than the architect. With our political, economic and social activities concentrated in urban areas, we can be certain that our future will not only be shaped in buildings but influenced BY them.

The New Profession will be advanced by the New Architects who are treading the paths of knowledge in every school of architecture in the country. But learning is not for them alone ... it is ours too.

They will learn to do the job ahead ... to pick up where we of this generation turn loose. We, on the other hand, learn too ... and if we are to get OUR jobs completed, we'd better learn fast!

ARCHITECTS OF FINNISH DESCENT

please contact Eino O. Kainlauri, A.I.A.,
2311 Shelby, Ann Arbor, Michigan. Mr. Kainlauri is assisting Dr. Armas Holmio of Hancock, Michigan, in collecting biographical information on Finns in Michigan. If you are of Finnish descent or know someone who is, send information to Mr. Kainlauri, including any such information as may be available about the origin of the family in Finland, notable events about the family's life here in the USA, and architectural achievements and professional background. The information should be sent by early May, in order to be useful to the editor. THE HISTORY OF MICHIGAN FINNS is to be published this year, containing material on Finns contribution here in USA.

Jury for Draftsmen's Competition (L to R)—William J. Rettemier, Executive Secretary, Sheet Metal Contractors Association Industry Fund; Bruno Leon, AIA, Head, Dept. of Architecture, U. of D.; Maurice V. Rogers, general contractor (registered architect); Frank E. North, Commercial Sales, Detroit Edison; George L. W. Schulz, AIA, Chief Architect, Detroit Board of Education; Kenneth L. Kimmel, President of the Fund; Ferdinand Bolle, Jr., President SMCAD and Treasurer of the Fund; Julian R. Cowin, AIA; Emryls L. Williams, President, Producers' Council, Michigan Chapter; Lee I. Perry, AIA; L. Robert Vankeleece, AIA; John A. Allen, AIA; Chairman of the Competition Committee; Karl Krauss, Jr., AIA. Jurors not present were Ralph W. Hammett, AIA; Earl W. Pellerin, AIA, and Edward R. Harrigan.

GOV. SWAINSON has announced that Rheem Manufacturing Company will consolidate its air conditioning and heating production plants from three states in Kalamazoo.

The incoming plants will join an existing factory and add an estimated 300 jobs.

Governor Swainson, speaking in Lansing for the firm, said the plants will be transferred from Maryland, Delaware and California.

"The decision is a dramatic demonstration of the company's confidence in the industrial future of Michigan," the Governor said.

Rheem water heaters, furnaces and air conditioners are distributed in the Detroit Metropolitan area by Nelson Company.

The lighting design in the Convention Arena, the circular companion building to Cobo Hall, has been judged the 1962 Michigan Section winner in the competition held annually by the Illuminating Engineering Society. The entry was submitted by Fred L. Lantz, senior lighting engineer for Giffels & Rossetti, Inc., Architect-Engineer for the two exhibition center buildings.

The design will automatically be submitted to the Great Lakes regional competition to be held in April. Judging at the nation's top lighting design will take place in September in Dallas.

In 1961, Lantz submitted the lighting design in Cobo Hall, which was the State and regional winner, and placed third nationally.
Have You Heard?

BY EDNA MORISON

A History of Hats

By Fran DeiJar

Once upon a time, eons ago, Mrs. Ugh Ugh stepped out of her caves squinting in the sunlight and saw a palm leaf floating by. She picked it up and poised it on her head to shade her eyes as she walked down to the pond. When she saw herself in the water she tilted up one side of the palm leaf and then the other and ended up spending a very pleasant hour rearranging it to see which way was most becoming.

We're still putting interesting things on our heads and rearranging them for our adornment. There is no rhyme or reason to women's hats. One week we wear them with the brims resting on our noses and the next week they are slipping off the backs of our heads. And the following day we stick a mink pen wiper over one eye. Whatever they are and however they are made, they are all fun to wear. Some out-of-town guests on Thursday were Mrs. Henry L. Wright of Los Angeles; Mrs. Raymond Kastendieck of Gary, Indiana; Mrs. Elmer Manson and Mrs. Clarence Rosa from Lansing, Michigan. WALD members whom we haven't seen for a while were Mrs. Clair W. Ditchy, Mrs. Arthur Hyde, and Mrs. Lucky Brandt. Among other members attending were Mrs. Philip Youtz, Mrs. William Muschenheim, Mrs. Herbert Johe, Mrs. C. T. Larson, Mrs. Charles A. Ahlstrom and "A Wife" from Ann Arbor. Still others were Mrs. Earl Meyer, Mrs. Fred Schoettley, Mrs. Hurless Banke, Mrs. LaVern Nelsen, Mrs. Robert Blakeslee, Mrs. Paul Brown, Mrs. Julian Cowin, Mrs. George Diehl, Mrs. Gerald Diehl, Mrs. William Fernald, Mrs. Frederick Fuger, Mrs. Werner Guenther, Mrs. Ralph Hammett, Mrs. Charles Mahon, Mrs. Gustav Muth, Mrs. Edwin F. Noth, Mrs. William Odell, Mrs. C. William Palmer, Mrs. Suren Pilafian, Mrs. Louis Redstone, Mrs. Henry Rulbro, Mrs. Walter Sanders, Mrs. Linn Smith and Mrs. Robert Svoboda.

RALPH HAMMETT ASSOCIATES IN ARCHITECTURE have moved their offices to larger quarters at the Whitaker Building, 321 South Main Street, Ann Arbor, Michigan.

The telephone number remains the same—NOrmandy 2-0936.

Hammett is Professor of Architecture at the College of Architecture and Design, University of Michigan.

SAMUEL CALDWELL, skilled craftsman whose sole occupation for 79 years was the loving care of stained glass windows, turned 100 recently in Canterbury, England. During two world wars, Caldwell supervised the piece-by-piece removal of the priceless stained glass at Canterbury Cathedral, and after each war he reassembled them.

Our Hostesses for the day were Mrs. George Masson, chairman; Mrs. John Couchman, Mrs. William A. Fraser, Mrs. Ken McWhinnie, Mrs. Thomas Gemmel, Mrs. David Cameron, Mrs. E. Wilby, Mrs. Hugh Sheppard, Mrs. Douglas C. Johnson, Mrs. Carlton Campbell.

Since this is the last issue for WALD until September, please let me remind you of a few coming events.


May 25, 1962—Afternoon bridge party to be held at Mrs. C. William Palmer's home.

August 2, 3, 4, 1962—Annual Mid-Summer Conference, Mackinac Island. Chairman of Ladies activities for this meeting will be Mrs. Charles MacMahon of Birmingham, wife of MSA President.

George Washington said: We ought not to look back unless it is to derive useful lessons from past errors, and for the purpose of profiting by dear-bought experience.

Have a happy and enjoyable summer. See you in September.
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After the beheading of Charles I on January 30, 1649, during the English Civil War, Virginia was practically a reluctant independent republic under Roundhead Oliver Cromwell until 1660, when at Cromwell's death, Cavalier Bonnie Prince Charlie was invited to the throne and Sir William Berkeley, now grown crochety, was restored as royal Governor.

Charles II, in appreciation of the Virginia assembly's act of recognizing him, in spite of Cromwell, as England's lawful king, after the beheading of his father, elevated the Colony to the proud position of a Dominion, an independent member of his empire to consist of England, Scotland, Ireland and Virginia and had coins engraved to that effect. It was in this way that Virginia acquired the title of "The Old Dominion."

Before 1661, a total of 576 grants of "headright" lands between the Rappahannock and the Potomac Rivers in the Northern Neck had been made in the King's name by the Colonial Governors. "Headright" meant that any person who paid his own passage to Virginia would receive fifty acres of land. He was also given fifty acres for each person he brought over "at his own cost."

Suddenly to the consternation of these loyal Northern Neckers came the news that while the recently enthroned Charles had been abiding his time in exile in France he had, in 1649, given seven of his favorite courtiers proprietary of the Northern Neck. Now the "headright" titles were put in jeopardy and many faced the loss of their property.

In 1662, a group of English merchants took it upon themselves to exploit it. Governor Berkeley backed by the Virginia Council, although loyal to the crown, still was a firm believer of the colonists' "state rights." Charles ignored the representatives sent to England to protest the grant but evidently it had some effect for the merchants were not heard from further.

Thomas, Lord Culpeper, in 1673, had bought out the rest of the courtiers and had become sole proprietor of the Northern Neck. He had cunningly had the terms of the patent changed to the "first heads of the springs" of the two rivers, instead of "within the heads" of the two rivers, as originally stated in 1649. The change in these few words increased the size of the tract from one million to more than five million acres. In 1668, King James II extended it if he disliked the Culpeper.

At the death of Lord Culpeper his daughter, Catherine, inherited the vast domain. She was the wife of Thomas, Fifth Lord Fairfax and the grant became known as the Fairfax Proprietary. Until Thomas, Sixth Lord Fairfax came to Virginia, in 1747, to administrate the estates, various Virginians had acted as steward or factor for them. One of these men was Robert "King" Carter of Corotoman whose family became one of the most influential in all Virginia.

Robert's father, John Carter, had left England in 1649 when Oliver Cromwell came into power. He became a substantial landowner in the Northern Neck and built a home called Corotoman on the banks of the Rappahannock, where an estuarial creek entered into it, and called it Carter's after himself. The site had a commanding view toward the river's mouth where it enters Chesapeake Bay. He was a member of the Virginia House of Burgesses and of the governing Council. He was married five times in twenty years. His fourth wife, Sarah Ludlow, was the mother of Robert. He built the original historic Christ Church and lies buried in the chancel with his first four wives—but not his fifth.

Robert inherited considerable wealth from his father and like William Backhouse Astor of a later date, who diligently increased his father John Jacob Astor's patrimony from twenty million to forty million, he increased it to such an extent that he became the first millionaire in Colonial America and the owner of a vast empire of over 300,000 acres—mostly in the Northern Neck of Tidewater Virginia.

His great opportunity came, in 1702, when he became land agent for the Fairfax Northern Neck Proprietary—and he made the most of it! He accumulated 20,000 acres by 1711, when he lost the agency to the Duke of Westmoreland, great-grandfather of General Robert E. Lee. However, in 1719, he regained the agency and in the year 1724 alone he took in patent grants of over 87,000 acres. Tobacco growing became his pride and glory. Since tobacco depletes the soil after three years' crop new land had to be continually acquired. So, like William Backhouse Astor, who never sold but bought more property and became the landlord of New York City, Robert "King" Carter never sold...
and became the landlord of Virginia and of the Northern Neck in particular. Not only was Carter interested in "land-grabbing" but he took part in the government as well. At twenty-eight he became a member of the House of Burgesses, later speaker, and finally, a member of the Council where he served the first six years as treasurer and the last six as president. He was colonel and commander-in-chief of Lancaster and Northumberland counties and naval officer of the Rappahannock River district. He was a trustee and member of the board of visitors and rector of the College of William and Mary, founding a scholarship there and living to see more of his descendants matriculate in that institution than came from any other family in Virginia. He had a library of 521 books including the best law library in the American colonies at that time.

To Robert "King" Carter is due a great deal of credit for developing the architecture of Virginia "from its traditional to its academic phase." He built a magnificent mansion at Corotoman near his father's smaller house, that rivaled the splendor of many an English nobleman's estate, and because of his enormous wealth it was probably the most splendid house in America at the time. It was destroyed by fire, in 1729, and never rebuilt. The buried foundations of the vast structure have lain undisturbed for over 233 years and members of the Smithsonian Institution have ventured that if the remains should ever be excavated and examined they might reveal one of the great archaeological finds of Colonial American life.

A hundred years ago a divine living in the area saw a lonely figure leave the site of the foundation at dusk carrying a metal chest to the water's edge where Creek and Rappahannock River met. While the Carters had been tobacco men and became the landlord of Virginia and of the Northern Neck in particular. Not only was Carter interested in "land-grabbing" but he took part in the government as well. At twenty-eight he became a member of the House of Burgesses, later speaker, and finally, a member of the Council where he served the first six years as treasurer and the last six as president. He was colonel and commander-in-chief of Lancaster and Northumberland counties and naval officer of the Rappahannock River district. He was a trustee and member of the board of visitors and rector of the College of William and Mary, founding a scholarship there and living to see more of his descendants matriculate in that institution than came from any other family in Virginia. He had a library of 521 books including the best law library in the American colonies at that time.

To Robert "King" Carter is due a great deal of credit for developing the architecture of Virginia "from its traditional to its academic phase." He built a magnificent mansion at Corotoman near his father's smaller house, that rivaled the splendor of many an English nobleman's estate, and because of his enormous wealth it was probably the most splendid house in America at the time. It was destroyed by fire, in 1729, and never rebuilt. The buried foundations of the vast structure have lain undisturbed for over 233 years and members of the Smithsonian Institution have ventured that if the remains should ever be excavated and examined they might reveal one of the great archaeological finds of Colonial American life.

A hundred years ago a divine living in the area saw a lonely figure leave the site of the foundation at dusk carrying a metal chest to the water's edge where he boarded a small boat and sailed away. Shortly after, a man in Baltimore, known to have no wealth, began to build a series of elegant residences for himself. The Baltimorean never revealed the source of his fortune.

Robert "King" Carter married twice and had five children by his first wife and ten by his second. A man of natural business acumen and enterprise he made it his business, also, to marry off his sons and daughters to the most important families in Virginia. Thus founding a kinship dynasty as powerful and as influential and as close-knit as any ever to prevail in America.

HISTORIC HOMES NEAR THE TIDES INN

All Photos by Author (October 1961) unless otherwise designated


LEE HILL—Residence of Mr. & Mrs. Ennolls Albert Stephens. Ancestral home of Mrs. Stephens, whose father, McDonald Lee, was Commissioner of Fisheries for State of Virginia, and whose great-grandfather was Gen. Fitzhugh Lee, nephew of Gen. Robert E. Lee, and traces her descent from both Richard Lee I of Cobbs Hall and Robert "King" Carter of Corotoman. Present residence on site of older home.

EPPING FOREST—Birthplace of Mary Ball Washington, mother of Gen. George Washington. Named after Ball estate in England, "Up in the Forest." Col. Joseph Ball, Mary's father, inherited it from his father Col. William Bell, founder of the family in America, who came to Virginia in 1663. Mary's mother was Mary Johnson, a widow, and her father's second wife. Joseph Ball died when Mary was two and left her "400 acres near the head of the Rappahannock River, three slaves, 15 cattle, and all the feathers in the kitchen left to be put in a bed for her." Mary Ball married Augustus Washington March 6, 1731. Property believed now (1962): "For Sale"
reaches of the Chesapeake and the Rappahannock. The source of their wealth, today (1961) Captain Henry Ashburn, now in his 94th year, is the patriarch of the clan.

In 1945, the Ashburns sold the site which had become almost a wilderness, with a lonely, haunt-eyed-windowed, dilapidated manse on the brow of the 40-foot high peninsula its only sign of previous human habitation, to Ennola Albert Stephens, a Virginian of the “first water,” whose forebears had arrived in 1640 during the reign of Charles I.

Mr. Stephens, the present owner, is a gentleman who personifies the quintessence of the true Virginian as we are wont to visualize him today. He has the gallantry of Sir Walter Raleigh, the enterprise of Captain John Smith and the acumen of Robert “King” Carter, all desirably wrapped up in one individual. His patrician wife is the great-granddaughter of General Robert E. Lee. Her father, MacDonald Lee, was carried as a babe-in-arms by his fleeing parents out of flaming Atlanta when General Sherman was marching in.

The Stephens, having purchased the property, were undecided what to do with it. Someone suggested building an inn on it. But they knew nothing about inns—add much to our happiness. You feel as though you were attending a house party at a private country estate—with a yacht thrown in for good measure. There is nothing like it anywhere else in the land. That is one of the reasons why so many come back year after year. It has all the charm and tradition of kissoon Colonial America.

Most of the staff belong to old Virginia families and they all have that hospitable attitude that comes with gracious living. Gladys Rice, at the desk, for instance, is related to authoress Miriam Haynie, Mrs. there is warm charm, a sense of dignity in an atmosphere of grace and refinement—rarely found in such establishments today.

Twenty-five yards from the main buildings are two lovely structures containing semi-suites in exquisite taste. One, Windsor House, named after the Duke of Cumberland, caters primarily to newlyweds, the other, Lancaster House, named for the county, has reportedly the finest accommodations in the world. Both face the water.

The Tides Inn prides itself on its famous gourmet dinners, and well it may, for it is acknowledged to be by authorities that field “one of the six best places this country and France for fine food.”

Early in the spring of 1946, just after the close of World War II, the construction began. Much of the material was taken from the timber in the immediate area, which included pine, cedar, walnut and locust; and cypress hauled in by oxen from a swamp twenty miles away—in all, a whopping 350,000 feet of lumber.

The three-story dream inn gradually arose on the bluff overlooking Carter’s Creek on three sides, with a magnificent one-half mile view of the historic Rappahannock. Since the view “was the thing” the 44 double bedrooms each had a window thirteen feet wide by five feet high, set so low that one could recline in bed and still look out at the view. This was real enchantment.

In the fall of 1946 the amateur, prospective-innkeeper Stephens, took a whirlwind jaunt through England, Belgium and France, where they bought the finest china, silver, crystal, linen, carpeting, pictures and other furnishings for their little enterprise, and in the summer of 1947—July 15th to be exact—the little inn opened its doors for business.

It was an immediate success because the guests who came liked what they saw and then came back for more. The Tides Inn is small and select and has accommodations for only 125 guests. You feel as though you were attending a house party at a private country estate—with a yacht thrown in for good measure. There is nothing like it anywhere else in the land. That is one of the reasons why so many come back year after year. It has all the charm and tradition of kissoon Colonial America.

Most of the staff belong to old Virginia families and they all have that hospitable attitude that comes with gracious living.
The Atmosphere of the Past—during your happy dinner hour with us.

To add to the enjoyment of the dinner or the accomplished organist, Isabelle Hudgins, plays on the inlaid Organ in witty Stephens prose; and perhaps you will have lovely Sue Grogg wait on you.

The Tides Inn is a far cry from little bark Pocahontas boarded about years ago from the same spot when she was carried off by Captain Argall to Jamestown.

The Inn puts itself out for Honeymooners and its Chesapeake Club "Brides and Grooms parties" have become famous all over the country. The principals toast each other from spectacular, antique, Dutch wedding cups (circa 1650) and then club members drink to the honeymooners with champagne furnished by the Club. Tides Inn owner Stephens does a splendid job as master of ceremonies during the ritual and has the unusual record of having kissed at least 5,000 brides since the event was instituted some years ago.

The beautiful furnished dining-room is under the impeccable administration of Jimmy Jackson, a Floridian by birth and a very alert young man.

The Inn, besides its regular breakfasts, offers a special "Dish of Dishes" concocted by head chef Louis Hatcher for the amateur gourmets. A different one for each day made from historic Colonial and Tide-water Indian recipes. Wine is suggested as part of the ritual with a menu written in witty Stephens prose; and perhaps you will have lovely Sue Grogg wait on you.

There are two golf courses on the 150-acre Tides Inn estate: the par-three 9-hole one adjacent to the Inn, and across the estuary of Carter's Creek, a new International Golf Course, designed by the late Sir Guy Campbell of St. Andrews, Scotland. Nine holes of the eventual eighteen are now in use. A delightful short trip by "Gondola" takes you from the ninth green of the par-three course across the water to the first tee of the International Course where an attractive clubhouse has been built.

Because of its closeness to the United States capital, official Washington looks to the Inn in untold numbers. William Curry, who has been the establishment's chauffeur for many years, often will call for guests in their Washington homes and take them down to the Tides and, later, return them home again. Curry's family had been for many generations in the household of the Harveys and the Lees of Cobbs Hall—the home of Richard Lee I.

Tides Inn manager is Robert Lee Stephens, great-great-great-great-grandson of General Henry "Light Horse Harry" Lee and Ann Hill Carter Lee, whose son General Robert E. Lee brought to fruition the "noble and disciplined life" of the highest order through the "marriage" of the Lee and Carter families—the two most remarkable families of Colonial America. "Light Horse Harry" was the great-great-grandson of Richard Lee I founder of the family in America, and Ann Hill Carter was the great-granddaughter of "King" Carter.

The amateur owners of Tides Inn have been so successful with their little dream enterprise that they recently purchased the fabulous Indies House on Duck Key—a 350-acre island estate—in Florida, where they welcome their summer guests in the winter time. Thus continuing their matchless house party of Virginia in a tropical setting for those who want an uninterrupted year 'round activity of happiness.

It is easy to get to The Tides Inn by motor or yacht and if you come by train or plane William will meet you in Richmond and in no time whisk you off over the lovely pastoral countryside of Virginia, across the new $16,000,000 Rappahannock River Bridge to Irvington, through the white brick entrance gates of the Inn estate and there you are, ready to enjoy the reality of a happy and enchanted dream of a couple of amateurs who have brought back for your pleasure the grace and charm of Colonial America.

THE END
"The educational specifications for the school were a year in preparation by the Board of Education, the Planning Committee, and by members of the administration. The results of this intensive research and planning is a school building, which is conducive to quality education and community use."
ABOVE: CORRIDOR DETAIL; RECEPTION AREA

BELOW: CORRIDOR
THE LOUIS J. SEITZ JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL, whose doors were opened for the '61 fall semester, was named in honor of a pioneer resident who made a considerable contribution to the growth and development of the downriver area, of Detroit, Michigan.

The one-story structure of 147,000 square feet is on a site relatively undisturbed, so that it not only blends but complements its wooded residential surrounding. Giffels & Rossetti, Inc., the architect-engineers, provided a completely self-sustaining structure to serve a peak enrollment of 800.

Facilities include 16 regular class rooms, three special subject rooms and five science rooms with tiered floors for better visibility of experimental science techniques. There are also rooms for commercial training and special education.

The physical arrangement of certain rooms into suites provides an easy approach to team teaching. Each such suite includes a science, language-arts, mathematics and a social science room.
The homemaking, arts and crafts, and industrial shops are located in one wing to facilitate their related functions. For full student convenience and continued use, the library is located between two academic wings.

Other quarters include music rooms and an auditorium, which form an organized unit for instruction in the theatre and related activities. In addition to the air-conditioned auditorium other dual-use areas include the cafeteria with a full-fledged kitchen, also comfort-conditioned, and a conference room. The school also features an indoor pool, which meets all Olympic requirements, and a varsity-court gymnasium. For more confined sports, there is an adjacent auxiliary gymnasium. Portable bleachers and balconies serve these areas. Ancillary areas include an a/c administrative wing and counseling area, and for the students a snack bar, an apartment, greenhouse and a darkroom.
Volume—Profit—Bankruptcy

Here's an equation for the construction industry to consider. If it appears to be facetious, it is not intended to be. If it appears to be simple and self-evident it apparently is not. For this little equation represents an accomplished fact. Is construction so different from other businesses? Most businessmen recognize profit as a most important factor in the growth and success of their firms. On the other hand, contractors have apparently adopted the equation (volume-profit=bankruptcy) as a way of business conduct. That the majority of firms in the construction industry all over the country are hard pressed to show profit at the end of the year is difficult to deny. The evidence is all around us.

Nationally, construction has set new records in volume every year since World War II with the exception of 1960. According to the Department of Commerce, construction put in place moved up again in 1961 to new record highs when the industry handled $57.4 billion of "never-to-occur-again" work. Nationally, construction has set new records in volume every year since World War II with the exception of 1960. According to the Department of Commerce, construction put in place moved up again in 1961 to new record highs when the industry handled $57.4 billion of "never-to-occur-again" work.

Did contractors take advantage of this considerable volume of construction? Statistics would indicate that they seized upon these record-breaking years as an opportunity to undertake one of the most remarkable give-away programs in the history of construction.

In the year 1960, we noted with an uneasy feeling that the number of failures and total liabilities of contractors involved in bankruptcies was at the highest level of anytime in history, including the depression days of the thirties.

The trend continues. According to Dun & Bradstreet, the number of contractor failures and total liabilities for 1961 has exceeded the failures of 1960. D & B reports that during the year 1961, 1068 general contractors and 1520 sub contractors went down the drain. These failures represented 16% of all business failures.

In January, 1962, failures rose 5% over January, 1961, and liabilities were up 69% to $19 million. Compared to December, 1961, January failures rose 7% and liabilities 14%.

Now here is a picture of an industry, setting new records each year, in both volume and failures.

Without profit, contractors today are providing their communities with buildings, highways and bridges, and sewers and waterworks. Monuments, at or below cost are the contractor's gift to posterity, commemorated by the proceedings of a bankruptcy court. Pity the poor underground contractor. His "monument" can't even be seen.

How many contractors, when pricing a job, consider that building as perishable a product as an over-ripe banana. Once bid, awarded and built, that particular job will never be built again. And too many times, reasonable profit that should have been in the work is not there because the low bidders looked at the competition, and pushed the panic button.

This is a plea for profits. The industry and its representatives have become too preoccupied with the symptoms of the illness. Bid peddling, single contracts, liens, credits and all of the other problems in which we seem so engrossed would, to a large extent, be pushed into the background if the contractor were making a satisfactory profit. Every businessman wants his firm to grow, and it's time to recognize that volume is not the one and only answer. Profits provide a foundation, without which any firm at best is a dubious structure built on a shaking and insecure foundation.

If you too have undertaken the popular diversion of bequeathing your profits to the community in exchange for "monuments" and bankruptcy proceedings, it's time to take a hard, cold look at your bidding philosophy and your business future. You may think you've "gotta have a job." The fact is, you've "gotta have a job—at a profit."

AIA Initials

From time to time laymen, and architects too, write the Institute asking about the proper use of the initials A.I.A., or complain about the improper use an architect is making of them. Since the initials are a symbol of membership in The American Institute of Architects, the use of them is guarded zealously by the Institute. When the mis-use of them is reported, steps are taken immediately to correct the situation.

The By-Laws of the Institute are explicit in stating who may use the initials and in what manner they may be used. It seems appropriate, however, to review their use from time to time.

A student associate member may not use the initials or the name The American Institute of Architects at any time after his name.

A junior associate member, after his name, is legally entitled to write "Junior Associate of the Chapter of The American Institute of Architects." Note that the initials A.I.A. cannot be used and the name of the Institute must be spelled out in full.

An associate member is entitled to write "Associate Member of the Chapter of The American Institute of Architects." Once again the initials may not be used and the name of the Institute must be spelled out in full.

An honorary associate is entitled to write "Honorary Associate of the Chap-
Albert Mayer, internationally known Architect and City Planner, will conduct a two-day workshop-conference on Urban Planning at the Engineering Society of Detroit on Friday, May 25th and Saturday, May 26th, 1962, sponsored by Detroit Chapter, AIA.

The workshop is a direct outgrowth of the four seminars on Urban Design and Renewal which were held in Detroit recently. They were sponsored by the Michigan Society of Architects and the Detroit Chapter of the A.I.A.

The keen interest shown by Architects, Planners and students in these seminars and the request by many members for continuous educational programs prompted the idea of having a workshop with a great deal more participation of those attending than was possible in the more formal sessions of the seminars. The workshops then would analyze actual examples of completed projects here and abroad. Mr. Mayer will draw from his own rich and varied experiences and discuss them in detail.

The general theme will be: "Workshop of Actual Case Studies in Urban Planning, Renewal and Development."

First Session. Friday, May 25 — 2 p.m.-5 p.m.— "The Large City: The 'District' in Development and Renewal."

Second Session. Friday, May 25 — 7 p.m.-10 p.m.— "The Middle-Sized City: Urban Renewal and Texture."

Third Session. Saturday, May 26 — 10 a.m.-12:30 p.m.— "Some New Conceptions in Housing Design—Function and Design of Open Spaces."

Fourth Session. "Saturday, May 26—2 p.m.-5 p.m.—"Problems of Working with Government at Various Levels—Social Factors and Non-Government Elements."

A fee of $8.00 will cover the entire program. The fee for students in architectural and urban planning is $4.00. Registration blanks and detailed information will be mailed to the membership in the near future.

Based on earlier response a large attendance is anticipated.
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Safety Program

In 1936, a new and struggling contracting firm came face to face with a tragic fact in the construction business—accidents! "Our company had nearly every kind of accident a construction company can have," admits John W. Armstrong, president, Darin & Armstrong, Inc., Detroit.

"Our insurance carrier threatened to cancel our coverage. We faced an increase in worker's compensation rates that would have added so much to our costs that we would have been unable to compete with other contractors. Too, we had the moral responsibility to help out the families of several men who had been either seriously injured or killed. This weighed heavily on our minds," Armstrong adds.

This burden of higher insurance premiums, mounting overhead costs and construction delays, and a closeness to the suffering caused by accidents started the young Darin & Armstrong company on a program of construction safety. Since that time, Darin & Armstrong's safety program has maintained a constant safety vigilance.

John W. Armstrong, called Jack by his many friends, has over 45 years of experience in the construction business. He is a man who recognizes good business practices. His awareness that construction accidents are needless keeps him ever conscious of the importance of safety education in some $50 million of construction which Darin & Armstrong completes every year.

Jack feels that every contractor should have a positive safety program. If there exists any lack of compassion for the pain and suffering caused by accidents, he feels that the practical aspects alone should be well worth any contractor's safety efforts.

Jack Armstrong not only believes strongly in safety himself but his company maintains a full-time safety program. Before each construction project is undertaken, a safety planning meeting takes place. At that meeting is Tom Gallagher, Safety Director for Darin & Armstrong, who during the busy months may have as many as six safety engineers under his direction. Also present are the general superintendent, job superintendent, the coordinator, the estimator and the job safety engineer, who will be on the project full-time in some cases. These men discuss the type of work, the possible job hazards, the responsibility for maintaining safe working conditions and the correcting of unsafe work performances.

Some ten days after work has begun on each project, a second safety survey is made at the job site. Here, the same men review their earlier discussion. They identify new job hazards, plan good housekeeping and go over the safety regulations which are rigidly enforced (refusal to comply with safety regulations can result in dismissal). Other items which are given close scrutiny include: fire fighting and first aid facilities, trenching procedures, scaffolding, ladders, material storage, barricades, overhead dangers and equipment safety guards. Weekly "tool box" sessions during the entire construction period are also used to cover immediate safety problems.

Sub-contractors, too, are not allowed to shirk their safety responsibility. They are encouraged to participate in the safety program and are required to tend to their own "housekeeping." "In fact," says Safety Director Gallagher, "either they supervise clean-up of their work, or our men will do it for them and charge them for the cost."

Wearing of hard hats in and around overhead structures and buildings is mandatory for all Darin & Armstrong workers.

Keeping upwards of 2500 men in protective hats is expensive. As many as 500 hard hats are lost, stolen or misplaced in a year. But Tom Gallagher points out that Darin & Armstrong experience, which is backed up by an impressive display of damaged helmets, proves the cost of the hard hats is incidental compared to the number of lives that they save.

It is difficult to pin-point the exact cost of Darin & Armstrong's safety program. Each year the program adds some $36,000 to the company's annual payroll. Coupled to this is the cost of the protective equipment, fire fighting and first aid items, posters, barricades, lights, signs and hard hats. Additional costs include safety training programs. Nearly all of the Darin & Armstrong superintendents have taken some part in at least one of the Supervisors Safety Training Courses, sponsored jointly by the Detroit Chapter, Associated General Contractors and in the Construction Division, Michigan Safety Conference. It is made clear that the Construction Division is of prime importance in guiding the safety education activities of 25,000 member contractors in Michigan construction industry.

Certainly Darin & Armstrong, Inc. exemplifies the serious intent of all contractors to achieve a maximum effort in safety. And in his own words, John W. Armstrong best expresses the final goal of all members of the Construction Division: "The major incentive for safety must be the savings in human suffering. This is the incentive that will discharge our moral responsibility to our men."
CARL F. BECKWITH & SON
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FORMICA DECORATIVE ART has opened new horizons for the architect and designer creating distinctive, personalized interiors. The versatile process, which bonds custom designs and artwork into durable and maintenance-free laminated plastic, has become increasingly popular in recent years.

Decorative art comprises three basic techniques, which can be used individually or in combination:

Original paintings are used in laminate-faced murals, affording lifetime protection for the artwork, even in high-abuse areas. Working with this technique, the artist sketches a design for reproduction by Formica's art staff, or he can work at the company's Decorative Art Department in Cincinnati. The result is a "one-of-a-kind" installation... the ultimate in individual, yet practical, commercial decor.

The second technique, Inlay, is a "special effects" process which utilizes decorative sheets of Formica-treated paper, or plain or anodized aluminum parts, cut to desired shapes or sizes. The parts are laid on the background sheet, then permanently pressed into a standard-thickness sheet of Formica.

The Inlay technique can be as simple or complex as imagination and function dictate. The design is silk-screened on the decorative background sheet... either once or continually in "step-and-repeat" fashion. Thus a silk-screened company emblem, bonded in Formica, can be produced in hundreds of exact duplicates.

This impressive mural beautifies a lobby at Xavier University in Cincinnati. Executed on five Formica panels, it depicts the world travels of St. Frances Xavier, was painted by Formica staff artist Jack Willard.

Jerome M. Beck

JEROME M. BECK is the Sales Representative for Formica Corporation at 15552 W. McNichols Road in Detroit. Jerry handles the sale of laminated plastic, Flakeboard, Lifeseal doors and decorative Formica in the Lower Peninsula of Michigan and the Northwest Section of Ohio.

He was born in Newport, Kentucky and attended the University of Cincinnati before coming to Michigan. Jerry lives in Birmingham and since he is single he truly has time for such things as handball, swimming and sports in general.

Overly Passes Fire Test

Successful completion of a three-hour fire test by a pair of fire barrier doors equipped with panic hardware has been announced by Overly Manufacturing Company, of Greensburg, Pa.

The test was conducted March 1, in Chicago by Underwriters' Laboratories on a pair of Overly hollow metal fire barrier doors seven feet wide by seven feet high. This is the largest pair of doors equipped with fire exit hardware to pass the UL three-hour fire test. These doors are designed to provide property protection and life safety against fire and smoke in schools, hospitals, office buildings and other public and commercial institutions.

During the test, the doors and a Von Duprin panic device were subjected to temperatures reaching 1925 degrees Fahrenheit.

Despite the heat and flame, the doors and hardware demonstrated sufficient resistance to provide a maximum three-hour protection against the spread of fire and smoke.

As a result, the combined door and hardware installation qualified for UL labels "A" through "E," each bearing the supplementary marking "fire door equipped with fire exit hardware."

In effect, this certifies the doors and hardware for all applications where the need for fire protection ranges from three-quarters of an hour to three hours.

In addition to providing property protection by preventing the spread of fire from one part of a building to another, the combined door and hardware unit also provides life safety.

This is achieved by eliminating the chance of either leaf in the pair of doors failing to open when the fire exit bars are activated by persons fleeing from fire.

At the same time however, the panic device is strong enough to resist "popping" open under a buildup of gas pressures and forces that accompany fires. The combination of doors and hardware prevents the spread of fire, smoke and deadly gases to those areas of a building through which persons must be evacuated during a fire.

This test is the 14th in a series of UL tests that Overly began in 1953 as part of a program to provide greater protection against fire through the development of a more complete line of economical and efficient fire barrier doors.
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Bidding Plan

A FOOL-PROOF BIDDING SYSTEM has long been the urgent desire of all the contracting divisions of the building and construction industry. The ideal sought is a system whereby all bids would be based strictly upon the plans and specifications, with no opportunity for bid shopping, bid peddling or the intrusion of any other subterfuge whereby one or several bidders on a pending job might gain an unfair and unethical advantage over any of the other bidders.

Many schemes have been tried in different areas of the country, but have almost universally been found to have serious drawbacks which shortly caused their discard, except that lately there have been a few bidding plans put into operation which seemingly have had some degree of success.

The Joint Construction Industry Committee of the Detroit area has been working on this problem for a considerable period. They have finally come up with a "Suggested Form of Bid Registry Spec's," which embodies the best features of the other plans studied and seems to be a sound and practical approach to a solution. In a limited trial in this area, it seems to have worked out to the satisfaction of all concerned.

A copy of this proposed bid procedure is available for your consideration and study. We would appreciate any suggestions or comments.

The success of any practical plan which may be instituted, such as this bid plan, depends upon the degree of real cooperation which may be brought about between the interested industry groups, in this case, the architects, general builders and the mechanical sub-contractors.

You have a big stake in better bidding practices. You also have an obligation to your firm and to the industry in which you make your living to do your bit to help eliminate some of the prevailing unfair and unethical practices attendant to the job letting procedure. Please let us hear from you.

This Ethical Practices Committee of the Construction Industry heartily endorses this program and requests your active participation and help, in making this the universal bidding procedure in this area.

ETHICAL PRACTICES COMMITTEE OF THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY; Russell C. Gross, Thomas Edison Club of Detroit; Perry T. Shirtl, Detroit Electrical Contractors Association; Irving Feldman, Joint Council of Electrical Contractors; Al Dar, Metropolitan Electrical Contractors Association; M. E. Bowers, Director; N. J. Biddle, Secretary.

NELSON CO., wholesale plumbing and heating, has merged its East Side warehouse with its other operations, it is announced by Clark Matthews, Company President.

The branch at 4888 Lakepointe, Detroit has been closed and its operations taken over by the Company's Royal Oak branch and the new main office and warehouse at 8880 Hubbell Ave., Detroit.

Cass Moroz has become assistant manager of the Royal Oak branch under Sam Stucky, Paul Joys has joined the Royal Oak branch, John Chapman is stationed there as heating specialist, and Louis Franzel is shipping clerk. Willy Hoebeck has been transferred to the Hubbell Ave. sales staff.

In this new plan, larger inventories will be strategically located and deliveries will be speeded.

FOR HIS 30 YEARS OF SERVICE to the concrete industry and promoting the use of concrete planks for floor and roof construction, George Mansfield, second from right, received the fifth annual Huron Concrete Achievement Award presented by Clarence L. Laude, Huron vice president in charge of sales, on behalf of the Concrete Improvement Board of Detroit at the Board's monthly meeting, recently. At left is Peter Antonich, Huron technical service engineer, at right Carl Dambrun, general manager of the Detroit office of Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory and chairman of the Concrete Improvement Board. Mansfield is general manager of the Dox division of William Moore Concrete Products Company, Fraser, Michigan.
FROM BLUEPRINT. PUBLICATION OF WESTCHESTER CHAPTER, AIA:

Dear Sir:

We are glad to present our new location to you in upstate New York. We do build new houses, remodelization, en family houses, office buildings, hotels, motels, camps, etc. We also do roofing, wall paneling, ceiling and floor covering, painting and wall papering, even basement finishing. In case you are interesting, we also build custom made furniture, and any pipe of kitchens too.

We'll be very glad to working to you in case if you have any job like above in about 80-100 miles circle from our present address.

Sincerely yours

GABOR KOLLATH

The letter above is not printed here because it is funny. The fact that it is amusing is beside the point. It is a sales pitch in a language with which the writer in not entirely familiar and it is effective. None of us has ever denied our clients the excellent results produced by workmen who do not read or speak English very well or hardly at all. We are after workmanship, and if we can get it with sign language—ok, we get it. We even have some contractors with a very limited knowledge of English who do good work if they understand what they are doing. They usually know their limitations and are consequently much more careful in proceeding with the work than otherwise. These people are often better at arithmetic and labor relations than their fluent English speaking competition, so they come in low and get the job. They take more of our time at first and they may require more drawing, but by taking the time to clear up questions one word at a time—painfully—we save time, money and headaches in the end. We communicate with them slowly, carefully and thoroughly—going and coming—because we have to, with the result that we are understood—but good. The resulting construction is generally above average in quality, completion schedules, and client relations. These are never very big jobs as jobs go, but they look big to clients who haven't too much money and they seem to come off a little better than average. The moral of this story is that a handicap in communication may result in a better understanding than would be reached without it.

AN ANECDOTE to go down in history was Edwin Bateman Morris's account of the tiles over the mantel in the library of the White House. Seems that when FDR was nearing the end of his third term and did not intend to run again, he called in the tile people and told them that he wanted something in the Delft manner for his library at Hyde Park—tiles depicting scenes in the everyday life of a President.

For well over a year both FDR and the tile specialists worked on selecting the subjects, deciding on colors, and devising a way in which architectural drawings could be transferred to tiles with perfect exactitude.

Then Roosevelt was nominated, ran, won, and began serving his fourth term. When the tiles were delivered, they were sent to the White House, but Roosevelt never got to see them. Harry Truman had them installed in the Library there. Then when the reconstruction began, they were removed and carefully preserved. They are now in place again.

SIGN ON AN IOWA SERVICE STATION: "We require a 50% deposit from all customers we don't know and 100% from some we do know."

WASTED EFFORT: Coed—"Four years in college and whom has it got me?"

THOMASVILLE, GA. instructions on dress: "Nothing above the knees will be permitted."
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Small runs "no problem" for

INDUCTION MELTING FURNACES
at the Atlas Foundry Company, Detroit, Michigan

When Atlas customers ask for small runs of special alloy castings, the answer is "no problem."

Two electric induction furnaces, of 800-pound and 2,400-pound capacity, produce gray iron and ductile iron castings from 3,200 pounds down to the smallest customer request. This kind of service, impossible with large cupolas, keeps the foundry busy and its customers happy.

The coreless design of the furnaces eliminates idling between melts. Pinpoint heat control allows close control of melt characteristics.

Duplications from one order to the next or complete changes from melt to melt are again "no problem."

Melting, drying, baking or sealing—all are done better electrically. Since no flame's involved, industrial electrical heating equipment can be installed in its logical, most efficient place—even on the production line. For full information about any phase of electric process heating, call WO 2-2100, ext. 2861. Outside metropolitan Detroit, just call the nearest Edison office.

DETOIT EDISON
Slag has been a preferred aggregate for concrete for many, many years. Here's why! Slag aggregate is 99% free of deleterious materials; Slag aggregate and cement are very similar chemically — they have a "liking" for each other, thus helping to develop higher strengths; 100% crushed Slag particles are rough cubicals that provide the excellent bond that any good aggregate must have with mortar; born in the extreme temperatures of a blast furnace, Slag has no equal for fireproofing encased girders and beams; Slag concrete will weigh approximately ten pounds less per cubic foot than natural aggregate concrete.

Be sure you obtain the best possible results in concrete construction by specifying Quality Controlled Blast Furnace Slag — The modern aggregate that improves on nature... it costs no more.